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Paul Aarons "Soldier boy" is a
devoted member of the cadet
force. He is either seen or heard
but never both together. A good
scholar who makes the high
grades in biology. A good spec-
tator at most sports. A spirited
Georgian who intends to be a
Computer Programmer.

Donald Allen Alias "Abigail".
Donald is one of the quieter guys
in Fifth Form. He has a great love
for music and on many an after-
noon, can be found plucking the
guitar in the company of friends,
in the staff room.

Alvin Anglin "Maggie" is one of
those Manning players who
believes that better must come.
Cool at times except when food
is present. Hopes to do elec-
tronics after St. George's.

Roberto Bar dowel I Biddie is a
man of many hidden talents —
the problem is that they are so
well hidden we doubt he can
find them — himself. Claims
that the power for man's success
can be found on the Constant
Spring Road, I.C.H.S. Loves to
dream of himself playing foot-
ball. Excells in Physics and will
be a mechanical Engineer.

Thomas Barker Thomas finds
great pleasure in accomplishing
any work that is challenging.
Commutes to Spanish Town
each day but not late once in
five years. Hobbies are football
and stamp collecting. Future lies
in medicine.

Gregory Barret Zodiac can keep
quiet longer than anyone else —
finds it very dull to give trouble
in class. One of those brains
whom no one knows. This
spectator loves to play football
even if it kills him. Claims'to see
himself being head surgeon at
the K.P.H. fifteen years from
now with many beautiful
nurses, most probably St.
Andrew students chasing him.

Clarence Bowen Co-Majie leader
of the 5V classroom. Small
body with a large mouth for
consuming food and for deafen-
ing people. A great domino
player who loves to watch
cricket and football — a very
good student when it comes to
academics.

John Brash John is little but not
to be underestimated. He will
run any donkey into the
ground-constant member of the
track team. Always claiming to
know the girl next door. Apart
from being terribly afraid of
teachers he does well in his
studies. Hopes to be a pilot.
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Gerald Brown: "Nguni" prides
himself on his African ancestry.
Lives in a world of his own. Quiet
and reserved in class, but has very
strong feelings.on political affairs.
Supports repatriation. Excels in
health science. Possible future
doctor.

Michael A Brown: "Brown
Dawg" claims affiliation to the
Snoopy Fan club— a white lie,
since he has been refused
membership due to lack of aristo-
cracy. One of the most talkative
members of Fifth Form — except
when called on by a teacher. A
very outgoing person and friend
to all. Future lies in medicine.

Michael Brown "Mitty' is gene-
rally a quiet individual can be
outspoken at times when he
wants to be. Loves to play
dominoe, another of the few
deep ending on the season,
claims to be Pele or Sobers.
Excells in maths and hopes to
become a Computer Programer.

Wayne Burey Burey can be
found near a dominoe game.
Tries his hand at every sport.
Good at academics; girl crazy. A
member of the Sodality and the
Uhuru staff. Hopes to do law as
a career.

Donald Burke By popular de-
mand Burkie is being asked to
join the staff of Wolmer's Girl's
School — we wonder why. Plays
football for the Manning team.
Sees his future as a full time
husband.

Donovan Burnett: Donovan's
bark is worse than any dog bite;
but don't let that fool you ...
under his aggressive hot-
headedness is a very sociable
youngman who stands up to his
convictions whole-heartedly,
when the time comes. A good
student. Plays football part time
and hopes to do Electronics in the
future. Regis.

Joscelyn Campbell Gypsy is
constantly showing his teeth
whether the occasion warrants it
or not. Hopes to play as goal
keeper for Jamaica some day —
some day mark you! A disgrace
to the gypsy tribe. — can't even
see into his own future.

Errol Cha: Dubbed "brains"
Errol is an ardent chess player
with a flair for his text books.
One of the quiet individuals who
manages with many friends.
Claims to play tennis! Takes
active part in the senior sodality,
Uhuru and the Blue and White.
Thinks of furthering his studies
and becoming a chemical
engineer. Xavier.
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Dwight Chai Chang. "Lean-
head" excells in the science and
math subjects. Like skin-diving
and horse-back riding. Captain
of the Manning team. Hopes to
do Business Administration.

Karl Chan Bugsy faints at the
sight of a Fiat 125. Always
involved with listening to his
records. Finds I.C.H.S. of
special interest. Future un-
decided.

David Chang David is the Mark
Spitz of S.T.G.C. Greatest desire
is to be an idol at Immaculate.
Loves art and in general fast
moving outdoor sports always
trying to look at the two sides
of a story. Good all rounder.
Future undecided.

Peter Chang Peter is a secret
admirer of English football. A
born comedian even if his jokes
aren't good all the time. Has no
intention of showing off his big
brains. Doesn't mind going to
weekly spot as long as there is
enough food for his big
stomach. Hopes to pursue life in
the field of Business Adminis-
tration.

Allan Chin Quiet for most of
the day, but not after school on
the tennis courts at mixed
doubles; also interested in table
tennis. Collects stamps. Hopes
to get rich overnight. Future
undecided.

Andre Chin "Stultz" is a bit
light in the head but makes up
for it with his body weight. A
member of the "Underground"
it would be appreciated if he
stayed there. Studies very hard
and manages to hold his own in
the class. A good friend who
will do Business Administration
for his future.

Dennis Chin Dennis is one of
the many sports-minded stu-
dents who can still be a brains.
Lives for table tennis and really
does everything to excel in the
game. Brilliant in all his sub-
jects. Sees himself majoring in
accounts in the near future.

Elverton Chin Elverton is a
studious cadet who would just
love it if it was his nature to
make trouble — tries hard
enough though. Likes to do
chemistry. Sees Alpha girls as
schools of beauty queens.
Fqture undecided.
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Frederick Chin Freddy has the
privilege of living in Spanish
Town — spends most of his time
in Kingston, especially at Alpha,
the only place his jokes get
laughed at. Partial to football,
his future lies as a chartered
accountant.

Kevin Chin Kevin is a member
of the silent majority of 5111.
Rumors have it that he is a
secret faceman. According to
reports he can always be seen at
weel-end spots, likes cooking
and will be a doctor later in life.

Kirk Chin Ambitions to being a
singer. A spectator of all sports.
Often seen at the gate to Alpha.
Wants to be a computer tech-
nologist.

Nicholas Chin Tries to be a
comedian; the next Arnold Pal-
mer of St. G.C. Loves to watch
the girls walk by at the bus
stop. Hopes to go into business.

Terrence Chin: Terry's a trying
footballer apart from doing
school work taken as a serious
sideline job. Although sometimes
not asked for, he loves to give his
opinion even in a heated argu-
ment — loves to smile at times
however. Future lies in the field
of Bus iness Administration.
Loyola.

Arthur Chin Fatt Bigga is the
smallest member of the gradu-
ating class — but big hearted.
Girls say he's cute, adults claim
he is an angel but we know he
comes from the wild west. Goes
to the extreme to prove his
point when he is already won.
Does very well in class. Hopes to
do Business Administration as a
career.

Lancelot Chin Fatt Lance is a
quiet student who pays atten-
tion in class, but between cer-
tain hours he just laughs - no
matter what. Backbone of the
swimming team, he spends
many an after school hour at
the stadium pool. Future in
Business Administration.

Jonathan Chin Loy Johnny is a
talkative, but good student.
Fiates any music (dub or
foreign) as good solid music —
dives at Aquarius. Cannot see
how he is such a good swimmer
— fishes don't have long hair, or
do they? Takes life as it is.
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Michael Christopher "Flipsy" is
a dread man who tells no one of
his adventures. Has eyes *or
someone at XLCR. Play- foot-
ball and likes swimming. Future
undecided.

Peter Chuck Chuckie is the
silent one and it always seems
that he is meditating. And al-
ways getting people into trouble
without being caught. A mem-
ber of the Elite Society he tries
very hard in class. Excells in
maths future undecided.

Ernest Chung Moony's the aver-
age student when it comes to
the academic work. Doesn't
mind sharing a joke with the
class especially when the teacher
is giving the point of the day's
lesson. Can't be bullied unless
he is wearing a shirt. A model
member of the Cadet Force. He
would love to do computer pro-
gramming after leaving school.

Peter Chung: If P.J. had just
one wish from his fairy God-
mother it would be to join the
student body of Alpha Academy.
A very pleasant person who seems
to get along with anyone he
meets. Does a good amount of
school work and claims that he
has no time for hobbies, guess
why? Hopes to study Business
Administration.

Wayne Chung: Wayne is very
quiet and excel Is in both English
and Maths. The few times he is
heard from he mysteriously holds
an audience for those who respect
him highly. He is a semi-sociable
person. Plays table tennis and
Badminton. Sees his future in
business administration. Regis.

Horace Clarke Clarkie is a very
popular student in fifth form
and loves going to parties un-
invited, he also like being a
gate-flower. Don't know how ,
but he can always be seen sur-
rounded by his fans at the bus
stop. Another future account-
ant.

Mark Clarke Mark contributed
greatly to the bringing back of
the lost school spirit when he
took top honours as class III
Champion at the National
Stadium for his school. An ego-
tist who must succeed. Will study
when the occasion arises. Ad-
mirer of the St. Andrew girls.

Michael Cooke A self acclaimed
bad man from Harbour View,
Cookie loves to play with the
electronic gadgets — you know
Ace 90's welders, glasses etc.
Works hard in class and shuts his
mouth. A lover of Physics and
good rebel jokes. His future lies
in electronics.
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Marc Anthony Dabdoub Dabby
is so reserved — no wonder he is
a rich man. Has special interests
at the I.C.H.S. A lover of the
outdoor sports — cars, bird shoo-
ting etc. A hard worker at times.
Gets high grades in Physics will
pursue Business Administration.

David DaCosta Bushy is always
at the wrong end of the joke,
laughing his head off. Well
known delegate to Fr. Quinlan's
detention camp. Loves records.
Thinks of becoming business
manager for one of Jamaica's
badly managed companies.

Carl Dann If a prize for the
school loyalty were awarded.
Carl would be one of the few on
the list. Fifth form, on the other
hand, would be a lot quieter
without him. He balances the
business side of the "Blue and
White" with football for fitness.
A future accountant.

Peter Davis Rat can never be
found in his cage, oops. . . desk.
A face man with certain girls
from St. Andrew. A hard
worker by day and an equally
hard playboy at night — even if
it's only a dream. Loves to
watch aeroplanes and desires to
do aerodynamics for a career.

Vincent Davy "Barnabas Collins
never carries more than two
books which fills a large BOAC
bag. Claims to be a "dread"
from West. Sleeps too much.
Excells in accounts. A Manning
player whose future is nowhere
in sight.

Wayne DePass It is said Dippy
has a small brain, yet he excells
in Maths and Health Science.
Gives all his energy to playing
football. Intends to reform the
administration when be be-
comes an old boy. Likes swim-
ming; has not yet decided on a
future.

Calvert Dewar Callie is a co-
Mafia leader of 51V. Claims to
be conscious poor man even
though he is always the best
dressed — a brains of no means
if only he would settle down. A
good friend who plays football
skillfully. Future Accountant.

Andrew Dunbar: "Duck" is
another verbose fifth former who
prides himself on narrating his
achievements, which include visits
to a number of "distinguished
places". Tries hard at football and
athletics. Future lies in medicine
or business administration.
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Hugh Dunbar Hugh hailed from
Bay View although found in
Harbour View most of the time.
A good student who prides him-
self in being a good Georgian.
Has high ambitions and if he
continues will go a far way.
Love Physics and will take up
Electronics as a career.

David Duncan David is the first
and only student to give a teach-
er a demerit. A one man circus
that performs 25 hours a day. A
hard worker who appreciates
the company of his many St.
Andrews girls. Loves to play
football, Excells in English and
intends to be a Doctor.

Desmond Duncker: Desmond
has a tendency to keep to himself,
due probably to his being shy.
Ready to give a smile when any
problem arises. A mathematician
who enjoys cycling., and taking
people's pictures. Will seek em-
ployment in Data Processing.
Regis. L// I

Robert Edwards You name the
game around school. "Snakes"
either started them or is invol-
ved in them. Enjoys doing
everything else except studying.
A regular party goer who enjoys
the company of good food and
girls. His future lies in being a
chartered accountant.

Winston Edwards Soul man
from Rockfort. Quinsy can't
breathe without music in his
ears. A good mathematician, lin-
guist, and footballer (the way it
should be played) — poor reason
for not being on the team.
Future in accounts.

John Flynn: Unlike his name sake
"Erro!" Johnny just watches the
Alpha Girls go by. Ninety percent
of the school day he seriously
devotes to his work and makes
trouble the other ten percent. Can
appreciate a good joke on or off
the cricket or football fields.
Imagines himself doing Business
Administration. Campion.

Allan Fong Don't be fooled by
the quiet face of Allan. Does his
work when he puts his head to
it. Likes to daydream about the
young lady whom he will de-
fend from all intruders by force
if necessary. A devoted member
of the track team. He wishes to
become an engineer.

David Foreman David hails from
Harbour View; loves to spend
his time cycling and coin
collecting. Good at accounts
and will further his studies
before going into the business
world.
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Francis Frazer Frazel is always
found in the depths of a heated
argument. Likes to share his
jokes even when he is laughed at
in the end. Spends his time
campaigning for school spirit.
Finds himself as Sports Editor
of the Blue and White news-
paper. Tends to favour Business
Administration as a future.

Michael Gardner: Michael
makes himself perfectly at home
in the classroom — this he does
mainly by taking a frequent nap
during classes. Excells in doing
crossword puzzles. Gets along
well with his classmates even
though he samfies most of them.
One of the many who says he is a
foo tba l le r and even more
shocking he enjoys swimming.
Will pursue Electronics. Regis.

Patrick Garel Patrick is trying
very hard to follow his brother's
path of success. Finds enough
time for his social life. Always
busy with the science club and
the Lance work. Would like to
be intrested in sports — says he
is too fat. Future Business Ad.

Everard Gibson Gibbo has the
strongest right arm in the whole
of fifth form proven by his
powerful discus throw. One of
those students who listens to his
teacher. A warm and friendly
chap who makes consversation
with every girl he meets — even
if she is a one year old baby.
Future career law.

David Golding. Fat-rasta is a
hard working student with
mountainous ambitions. Yet
one by one he conquers all. Will
defend the name of St. Georges
to death if possible. A face man
at Excelsior does well in
Biology.

Derrick Gonzales: Reds is a
very soulful man with an am-
bitious character being somewhat
lonely and carefree. Regarded res-
pectfully by his younger school-
mates or else! Ar. all rounder in
every sense of the game as he
swims, plays football, cricket and
enjoys studying at times. Future
undecided. Loyola.

Peter Gooden Trackstar
"Goodie" spends half of the day
in deep meditation and the
other half eating and sleeping.
An active supporter of St.
Andrews girls — definetely when
it comes to watching the fillies
passing through the school. An
all 'rounder in academics, future
undecided.

Howard Gouldbourne: Howie
"Soulburn" is a guy who takes
life as it comes. Likes to think
about his life in the future, also
likes a lively discussion. Appre-
ciates nice girls and would like to
travel to get to know the world
and find a suitable wife. Hopes to
study poetry and philosophy.
Twiddles his thumbs in his spare
time. A future in automotive
mechanics
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Donald Green A Johns Lane
man who hails King Soul. A
good mathematician who seems
to be always calculating his next
move on the football field. Wor-
ships the ground on which
XLCR girls walk on. Future not
yet decided.

Oathan Griffiths Griffo can tell
you what cards you will play
and why, in the usual lunch
time domino game. One of the
loud mouths of the school who
keeps on saying that his voice is
angelic. Clumsy in walking but
says he likes to dance. A hard
worker at times. Plays cricket
unlike how he chats it. Future
undecided.

Derrick Hall Derrick is a brains
at figures and anything concern-
ing the application of figures.
One of the leadeVs in S.T.G.C.
money football association.
Rated for his powerful jumpie
shots. Plays cricket to release
himself from hard days school
work. A future engineer.

Neil Henry "A diller a dollar a
ten o' clock scholar", what
going to happen when school
starts at 7:30 a.m. Can be a lazy
individual who has talents in
almost every field. A great
wicketkeeper and batsman for
the Sunlight team. Likes to do
maths and will pursue banking
as a career.

Mario Hey wood: Galento is
probably the tallest man in Fifth
Form. Very reserved. A very cool
easygoing type of person. Stands
up for what he believes in regard-
less of the consequences. Enjoys
the sport of horse racing. Future
undecided.

Daniel Ho-Lung: Forever try-
ing to be a coarse thing, but he is
actually not as bad as he seems.
Donny's outburst of witicismsare
timely countered by his deep
moods during which he ponders
the subject of horseracing. One of
those males who will do anything
for anyone wearing a skirt. Plans
to be a big business executive
someday. Regis.

Michael Holung Michael's one of
the "ristos" in 51V. Takes
money from heaven's dining
room. Plays table tennis. Can
achieve great heights in his
studies if he would only settle
down. An avid party fan. Likes
to play football but finds that
he is usually the ball. Future
undecided.

Peter Ho-Lung Do-Do is the
clown of the class. Takes a joke
beyond its limits. Whether he
has brains or not will remain a
divine mystery. Does well in
maths. A girl fanatic who wor-
ships the ground that the
I.C.H.S. girls walk on. A good
footballer. Will do architecture
for a living.
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Paul Hoc If you have ever heard
a dog talking it is more than you
will ever hear from Paul. When
questioned he answers without
speaking if possible. A scripture
brains who desires to specialize
in the field of chemistry. Loves
to draw on the blackboard while
a heated argument goes on.

Albert Ho-Tseung Albert is an
exceedingly quiet student and
deligent worker who smiles now
and then. We can assure you
that he is one of the mad
scientists around the campus. A
serious pupil and a friend to all.
Likes to play table tennis.
Future undecided.

Steve Hugh Steve does his
schoolwork between long
periods of cheeky smiling or
vulgar laughter. Philosophy:
Girls are essential to mans life.
Future can go any way.

Vernon Hugh: One of the
most popular male figures a;
Alpha, • Vernon is an avid party
fan. Floats around on the idea
that he is the perfect guy any girl
would want. Excels in languages.
Perfect gentleman to his friends.

Vincent Hyat "Rachael" is
another one of those conscious
brothers always trying to do
more — a sure formulae for his
success in life years to come.
Assures us that no one girl can
turn his head. Has a flair for
chemistry and will take up
medicine as career.

Pierre Ivey "Fish" is one of the
non-swimmers in school. A
member of the mouth footballer
team. So far the team has won
every match. A diligent worker
in the science club. Works hard
in school as he intends to do
electronics after school.

Michael Jones St. Georges
answer to Wes Hall will go far in
the cricket circles — about two
feet tall. Excells in Biology and
will pursue agriculture as a
career.

Michael Karram Mickey is so
crazy about cars that he is
beginning to look like one. Even
I.C.H.S. and its contents can
wait. A good spectator of foot-
ball. Plays badminton to some
extent, does well in maths. Tells
what he claims to be jokes.
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Arthur Kelly The man with the
most nicknames; suck a toe,
"sledge head", "drop toe" and
"thunder toe". Uses most of his
brains to outwit the females
. . . the rest he donates to his
books. Likes football and he is
very interested in oceanography.

Aubyn Killingbeck Aubyn is a
cool, calm and steady student.
Likes to listen to music and also
loves to read. Loves to stick to
the quiet life. Sees himself as
being an important businessman
someday.

Montgomery Kong Charlie is
truly a brilliant student who
excel Is in all subjects especially
maths. He ocassionally attends
parties. He speaks out for justice
and does so without fear of
punishment. Wants to be a
doctor in the near future.

Douglas Kong Dougie is short
neat and silent, plays tennis as
a sport and for a hobby. Mem-
ber of the victorious team. Does
well academically when he tries.
Girls from Alpha are his special-
ty. Excells in accounts and
hopes to do Business Adminis-
tration.

David Lee: David is a very
hard worker who could do much
better if only he had all his energy
where it is most needed. Proud of
his numerous so called wise cracks
which he gives by the hour —
incidentally guess who is the one
that always laughs at his jokes?
Plays badminton and football
doing a bit of swimming as light
exercise. Regis.

Edward Lee Eddy is a firm
believer in heavy exercising,
especially his mouth. A lady's
gentleman. Can't see anything
more interesting than motor
cycling. Holds the post of
pictorial editor on the Blue and
White Staff. Future lies in Busi-
ness Administration.

Carl Little Carl claims that if
talking was money he would be
a millionaire. Probably the most
spirited in this years graduating
classes. Finds himself President
of the Sodality, Editor of the
Uhuru Magazine and house cap-
tain of the Campion House.
Plays cricket and football fairly
well. Future in Business
Administration.

Gavin Lowe Cavin is one of the
many musicians of 5V. A good
swatter of exams; has certain
deep-rooted interests at Alpha.
A member of Sodality and
Uhuru. Future engineer.
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Christopher Lue Chris can swat
a history book like it was a
classical novel. A brains. Listens
to music to relax. Future in
Architecture.

Dale Lue Dale is a mem-
ber of the Posh set. Quiet and
speaks only to a few — those
that approach him. Always will-
ing to lend a hand. Idolizes a car
engine. Loves fishing and most
outdoor sports. Excells in
Biology. Future undecided.

Derrick Lue Lulu loves football
and wishes he could play it
better, but better must come.
Always an eye out for the
ladies. Future undecided.

Richard Lue: "Baka" keeps
away from the clan of mischief-
makers and is always extremely
attentive in class. Quiet when not
riled. He does well in all subjects
taking time out for cycling, read-
ing and swimming. Wants to study
Business Administration. Regis.

Junior Lyew Always dressed
neatly. Plays lawn tennis when
he is in the mood. Quiet but
always with a smile. Future un-
decided..
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Howard Lyn Howard is a chess
fanatic and it seems that he will
never stop concentrating on the
game. No one knows his
thoughts or his line of reason-
ing. A good student who excel Is
in all his subjects. Can't make
up his mind on what career to
pursue.

Norman Lyn Tarzan is a bright
student who considers himself
the man for Alpha girls. Adores
horse — racing. Future account-
ant and finds himself freeofall
hobbies. Makes trouble only
when no teacher is around. Can
make you a bigger fool by act-
ing like one. Plans to take up
accounting.

Roderick Lyn Roderick is a
scripture scholar in every way.
His hot temper is shown when
people try to push him around.
Still can't see what other boys
see in girls. An ardent domino
player. Wants to do Business
Administration.
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Stephen McKay Stella is a per-
son who puts a big effort into
trace. Brilliant and outspoken in
more ways than one. Popular
fan at the I.C.H.S. Enjoys
watching every sports. A spirit-
ed student excels in Maths and
Biology.

Sidney McCalla "Callas" always
spends most of the day joking.
A brains who blooms only in
the Summer holidays. Loves
football and dominoes as a
hobby. Alpha girls intrigue him.
Excells in maths. Future un-
decided.

Courtney Macko A very quiet
student who is always dressed
neatly — a typical Georgian,
that's Courtney. Laughs heartily
at a good joke. A member of the
Blue and White staff. Tries to do
his best in anything he does.
Future undecided.

Delano Macko "Hop — Jing"
believes that only the best is
good enough . . . and what a
formula for his success. Always
questioning the teacher and will
stop when fully satisfied. Only
once in a while will you see him
have a good laugh. Excells in
English. Hopes to become an
accountant.

Donald Macko Donald is the
average hard working student.
President of the hairodynamics
research board. Always asking
questions, girls play a part in his
life. Excells in History and will,
reach for the profession of
Medicine.

Victor Maragh Bagdad must be
the only laughing donkey out-
side of the zoo. Gives trouble in
a sly way never getting caught.
Many students wonder how he
has such a big flock among the
girls. Thinks of being a Lawyer.

Kevin Martin wants to grow an
Afro. Says he will be called to
the bar in 1982 (Wray &
Nephew). Promises to defend all
women for free. Excells in all
his subjects.

Mark Martin Mark is very out-
spoken in class — can get his
point across even in a noisy
situation. Loves cricket and
football even though he himself
cannot take part in the games.
Excells in Maths. Future un-
decided.
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Christopher Matthews Matty is
even quieter than a- church
mouse — it's a mystery he's such
a popular faceman in the girl
schools. Winner of the Felix
Linger Award for neatness. Tries
hard at his schoolwork and will
make it if he continues. Excells
in maths and hopes to do medi-
cine as a career.

Sidley Matthews: Ridley's
mouth is so quick it beats a lot
of loud mouths. Loves to watch
wrestling and show off his
muscles. Keeps his jaw from
"seizing up" by eating. Smiles
when the need arises showing
that he is really emotional.
Won't release the name of the
school of the little woman who
pushes him on. Future un-
decided.

Stephen Meghoo Stephen does
girl watching full time and
school work the rest of the
time. Manages to get good
marks when under pressure.
Likes football and swimming.
Will go abroad to further studies
in engineering.

Norman Mon Sue A quiet
student who tries to be dread as
possible outside of class. Adept
at many games, his favourite
being table-tennis. His mysti-
fying behaviour and appearance
attracts many girls. A philo-
sopher in class. Hopes to pursue
course in psychology.

Wayne Morris Bravo's motto
"Know Party, will travel". Love
to beat around the bush before
coming to his jokes. A lover of
soul music. Cricket. Future
career — Law or Accountant.

Michael Muirhead Good student
but rather talkative. Active mem-
ber of the clubs on campus, a
loyal Georgian. Likes swimming
and table tennis; hopes to do
architecture.
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Lorin Munro: "Scavy", a
secret faceman, tries to keep his
adventurous social life quiet. His
skill at football is marred only by
his laziness to get to the ball. A
self acclaimed ".nyah" who hails
to King Tubby'sHIFI. Future
undecided. Loyola.

Michael Neil Always trying to
rate himself as a domino
player. A good student; plays
cricket with buttered fingers
and football with a hole in his
foot. Well liked by his class-
mates. Future undecided.
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Ian Parkin Yummy finally
made his class football team.
This shows just a small amount
of his determination that will in
time take him through life
successfully. He loves to join an
argument especially on the los-
ing side. Another Harbourviewer
who claims Alpha is Paradise??
Wants to be a chartered ac-
countant.

Keith Parnther Keith's been
trying to be a recognized goal
keeper from first form — he
finally made it. His new ambi-
tion is to be a member of the
professional girls watchers club.
Does hard work where his
lessons are concerned. Future
lies in Computer Engineering.

Peter Phang Peter is ready to
express his views on subjects
concerning school life. Does
everything slowly but surely. He
speaks when he is spoken to —
one reason why he is so quiet in
class. Loves a car engine though
he can't tell a radiator from a
spark plug. A mere admirer of
girls. Future undecided.

Carlos Pinchin: Carlos is a fast
moving young man who loves fast
moving things, especially the
horses at Caymanas. A friendly
face in the elite "with it" gang;
does well at History. Can't
imagine life without a fast car.
Sees himself a fit manager for one
of the sky scraper hotels five
years from now. Regis.

Donald Poulton Another of the
power mouth Cadets. Jokes
about everything. Enjoys a good
tracing session with "Mamas".
Likes to watch football being
played. Future lies in aero-
nautics.

John Preston Johnny tries to be
present in every argument. Does
very well in his academic work.
A bit shy but will manage very
well with the girls Admires any-
one who can kick a football
with some accuracy. Future lies
in Electronics.

Eric Ramsey Zubie is a bright
student who shows a flair for
languages. Always willing to
help out. doesn't mind an
occasional party where he for-
gets all his problems. A bit shy
but a gentleman with the fairer
sex. Tries to talk patios when
he's among friends. Future
scientist.

Robert Reid: Reidy is usually
laughing or giving somebody
something to laugh at. Reads the
chemistry book as if it were the
Sunday Gleaner. Another member
of the consciousness group; never
takes injustices. A member of the
history club and debating club.
Intends on being a surgeon some
day.
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Raymond Richards: Big bird
is seldomly provoked and no
wonder why — he's over six feet
tall. Can be quiet when he wants
— like in the presence of girls. A
well behaved student who is
capable of doing good work.
Likes reading and fish. Thinking
of being an architect. Regis.

Rory Robinson Rory can't
understand why nobody won't
recognize that he is Pele. Very
forceful. Has special interest in
Queens H.S girls. Hopes to get a
million dollars someday and live
on the Top of the Blue
Mountain Peak in a forty room
house. Will be an accountant
even if it kills him.

Jack Rosen: "Plucked duck"
is more of a sportsman than a
school boy. He tries hard at every-
thing he does — a definite show of
ambition. Can't see anything in
Alpha girls but goes wild over
those from Immaculate. Does
shooting, water skiing and spear
fishing on weekends; enjoys a
good game of squash. Future as
an architect or an airline repre-
sentative. Bellarmine.

Edwin Russell Flip is lanky.
However, he makes up for it by
having a photographic memory
which enables him to butter
Physics without taking notes.
Very interested in the future of
a certain Queens girl. Loves the
keeping of pets as a hobby.
Further Engineer in the making.

Carl Scharschmidt: Sharky is
a born cadet who would die if he
missed a camp. A spirited
Georgian who practises self dis-
cipline not only in his studies but
appearance, attitude and all.
Never loses his temper being
always ready with a smile. Finds
cycling a necessity. Plans to help
Agriculture in Jamaica. Campion.

Anthony Scully Scully is always
on the teacher's side, telling the
class to shut-up; then everybody
listens to his jokes or to his
childish pranks. A member of
the St. G.C. Afro-Community;
likes playing football. He is an
ardent girl watcher at Cross
Roads. Future accountant.

Paul Shaw missed the Flip Wil-
son Show? You can hear the big
bud with the previous night
version every Thursday morning
at eight without any commercial
breaks. The most talented
musician on campus. Still afraid
of the fairer sex he says they are
"frightening". Finds school a
trouble but will manage to be a
concert pianist after leaving
school.

Winston Shim Winston likes to
relax at any golden opport-
unity-every time the teacher is
not looking. Adores pretty cars.
Moves with the brains hoping a
little will rub off on him. Finds
girls attractice. Another football
spectator. Will do further
studies in mathematics.
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Garfield Simpson Gary is
usually chatting between the
spasm of laughter which fre-
quently overcomes him. Excells
in maths and always argues a
point very well. Well known at
every girls school and can be
very friendly. Future doctor.

Gregory Simpson: Limo is an
English "brains" who also does
well in maths. Tries to give his
best, though falling weak at times.
Enjoys the safari life, shooting
and horse riding — blended with a
touch of sea's — swimming and
water skiing. Sees and prefers a
motive of St. Hugh's or I.C.H.S. A
business executive post is sure to
be his soon. Bellarmine.

Radcliffe Simpson Simmo is a
genius with car engines. Does
well in maths. On the opinion
poll he would be quite popular
if he were not so quiet in class.
The girls flock him at every
chance. A pity he never has a
pen for autographs — Future
ambition lies on the path of a
computer programmer.

Jerry Smith Jerry is a classical
comedian who indulges in every
kind of trickery. He would
make a good salesman — always
on good terms with his teachers.
Carries a small comb around for
other reasons than combing his
hair. Enjoys watching football
and it is the best thing for him
to do, just watching. A very
good English student.

Junior Smith: Junior is a con-
scious and devoted student who
strives for perfection. His sense of
humour takes understanding.
Always trying to get in his point
as solely right. Excels in maths
and has intentions of becoming a
doctor.

Robert Smith: Smitty is one
of those you can't dislike. Loves
cars more than books; in fact he is
a Volkswagen fanatic. Does
cycling because he can't afford a
car of his own — still on wheels,
eh? Has a flair for football, es-
pecially playing the spectator.
Can't make up his mind what the
future may hold for him.
Campion.

Ronald Smith Jnr.: Laddie's
the last one to awake at the lunch
bell but the first to reach the
cafeteria. A studious chap by day
and Mr. Soul by night. Would
have scored more goals if his hair
didn't actasa wind barrier. Loves
to go fishing. Future lies jn
Business Administration. House
Captain. Manning team and track
team. Xavier.

Hugh Smythe Hugh is a student
who does everything possible to
get high grades. Loves to shock
people. Hungry to own a girl
from Alpha. Enjoys African
history. Teacher finds him a pet
to control. Thinking of taking
up electrical engineering as a
career.



Donet Soares is a quiet, refined
student — at times. His occa-
sional fits of laughter are usually
between the first three classes.
A master at biology practical.
Tries very hard at his school
work but never seems to get
through. Can't see his future yet.

Richard Soares Soares is one of
the many track stars at Georges
who believes that running is the
only real true form of exercise.
His soft voice makes him to be
an easy going chap who attracts
the girls by his good looks.
Loves animal and fishes. Will
study to be a vet.

Richard Spence Richie would be
a model of the perfect student if
only he would calm down at
times. He plays table tennis for
the school. Another one of
these playboys who has a fan
club at I.C.H.S. - Thinks that
he is "Pele" on the football field
especially when feminine eyes
are watching. Will do Business
Administration.

Fred Tai: Fred is normally a
reserved student who is often seen
but seldom heard, but comes alive
when he's with the right crowd.
Avid coin collector who delights
in associating with the fairer sex.
Potential party goer if he had the
time. Future: undecided.

Marc Taylor Alias swamp hog.
Red — Hog and Festa. A very
skillful Table Tennis player who
covers his academic brilliance by
his mischievous pranks. Likes to
believe that everyone is afraid of
his strength — actually his
mouth. Consumes food all day
long. Will become a Con-
struction Engineer.

Robert Taylor: Bobby can be
serious when he's ready. He splits
the school day between paying
undivided attention in some
classes and giving lectures on the
benefits he gained from last Satur-
day's "spot". Railed only when
given a demerit which he has not
deserved. Digs dancing to pop
music and swimming. Future lies
in Accountancy. Bellarmine.

Michael Tenn: "Tenemus" is
another of the quiet reserved
group of fifth formers. Tries hard
at his schoolwork. Mike enjoys
reading in his spare time. Plays
football and cricket. Future lies in
engineering.

Robert Tenn Yuk Luk always
has a novel reading. A small
brain in the making. A good
companion in crime - he always
keeps his mouth shut. Donates
one day a week for a girl,
hunting spree at any of the
local jungles — Cross Roads,
Half Way Tree . . . Future in
Accounts.
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Oliver Thompson Batoo is a
scientist at heart. Loves cricket
football and table tennis." A
campaigner for students' rights
on campus.

Balfour Walters A "speng"
youth from Harbour View.
Screws so hard it hurts his face.
Still pays one cent for his bus
fare. A back seater who fails to
pass scripture and he butters the
maths. A self-proclaimed foot-
ball player who excells as a
Spectator. Future lies in Busi-
ness Administration.

Howard Webb: "Webbo" is a
friendly jovial guy who can
always be found playing
dominoes. Enjoys giving stale
jokes in his spare time. Excels in
physics apd sports. Future lies in
electron (5s.

David Weir: "Mammas" should
be nominated for the 1972-73
Oscar Maddison Award. A
devoted Georgian who finds his
tastes appreciated greatly. A good
all-rounder. Undecided as to what
the future holds.

David Weller: St. G.C.'s
number one cyclist — in fact, he
hopes to win an Olympic medal
for Jamaica, someday. Always
generous with his smile. Hopes to
do business later on in life. Likes
horse riding as a hobby. Regis.

Richard West Every morning
Wesso walks into the classroom
with a dread screw on his face
and everyone laughs. Hardly
takes anything serious except
his school work. Future Elec-
tronics Technologist.

Carlysle Williams Willie is the man
with the sense of humour that
attracts many friends. Doesn't
give his opinion unless he has
something worthwhile to back it
up. He is a brute force foot-
baller and a logical domino
player. Future undecided.

Garfield Williams: Willie be-
lieves in serious studying for
success. Tries to be all of the top
ten in one — actually somehow it
sounds good the way he puts it.
Always ready with a joke which
usually ends on him. Plays Bad-
minton, swims and does a bit of
stamp collecting. Hopes to further
his studies. Loyola.
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James Williams Willie is another
Spanish Towner. Makes his own
commandments . . . "Thou shall
not sleep . . ," in religion classes.
Most teachers appreciate him or
rather are now accustomed to
his ways. A good mathemati-
cian and biologist. His future
will be in accountancy, law, or
Business Administration.

Anthony Wilson: Tony's a
hard working student who mixes
work with laughter. Believes that
he has got what it takes to be
Englebert Humperdinck the
second. A merry girl watcher.
Moves with the latest fashions.
Finds pastime for water skiing,
cycling, cars and motor cycling.
Hopes to take up his dad's busi-
ness i.e. Security Guards. Bellar-
mine.

Michael Wilson: A good
natured student who makes a
point to let people know what he
thinks. Always trying very hard
and will help anyone, anywhere,
any time. A good Georgian. Ex-
cels in history and hopes to
pursue Law as a career.

Anthony Wong Bloomer is a
man who, literally eats, sleeps
and drinks war. Finds a book on
war very relaxing from a hard
days work. Does his best in
chess or at anything he touches.
He has the distinction of being
Company Quarter master, Sarge-
ant of the St. Georges College
Cadets. Hopes to do medicine.

Howard Wong Howie expects to
achieve a distinction in the sub-
ject of sleeping. Does well in
applied maths, plays football,
will be a mathematician.

Maurice Wong Maurice can be
quiet when he want to. More
popular than ever since he has
been driving his Falcon. Cannot
yet decide on his future.

Peter Wong: Wong U is a good
student and valuable friend. If
hair were worth something he
would be worth his weight in
gold. Sees Immaculate girls as
divine super beings made es-
pecially for Georgians. Excels in
Economics and hopes to do
Business Ad. as a career.

Richard Wong Kew gifted
guitarist who claims that he is a
conscious youth man looking
for peace and love in all. Plays
chess. Future undecided.
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Michael Wright: Spinxy is a
quiet student who suddenly be-
comes outspoken when football is
being discussed. One of the good
guys, he plays Mannings football
for the school. Excels in Maths
and hopes to go into accountan-
cy.

Lennox Yapp Yappo loves to
ask questions but Doesn't seem
to be able to get a full answer. A
biology brains. Enjoys a good
argument even though he
contradicts himself every second
statement. In the end it cancels
out and he wins. A member of
the table tennis history club and
Blue and White.

Howard Young Circis is a very
jovial chap. He can do his work
competently but finds that
fooling around is more fun.
None-the-less his grades are
high. Likes to think himself a
face man at I.C.H.S. Now and
then one of his jokes will be
laughed at. Will do either medi-
cine or become an accountant.

Michael Zadie: Michael has a
frame of quietness about him. Has
a will greater than a mountain.
Hopes to be Mr. Jamaica in the
near future. A member of the
track team. Excels in Accounts.
Hopes to do management as a
career.

IN ME MORI AM

After only a week of school in September, the St. George's College Community was greatly saddened to
learn of the tragic death of third former Michael Moulton who was struck down from his bicycle in a road
accident. Michael was a tall, lanky, very likeable young man, every one's friend. Shortly before Michael's
death he visited a fellow classmate, Paul St. A. Shaw, already confined to bed with the advanced stages of
Hodgkin's disease.

On the 28th of February, Paul St. A. Shaw of 2F, died at 15 years of age. For three years almost, Paul
had fought for his life against this mysterious disease to the inspiration of his family and school friends who
went to visit him. "Amen" at his reception of Holy Communion only two days before his death, was to be
his last word.

While we remember them sadly we also pray to God to look kindly on them. At the same time we thank
God for having known such good young men and fine Georgians.
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VALEDICTORY SPEECH

Robert A. Delapenha

Your Grace Archbishop Carter, Dr. & Mrs.
Aubrey Phillips; Very Rev. Fr. Rector and
members of the Board; Rev. Fathers; Teachers;
Parents, friends and fellow students:

Tonight, as you must realize, is a very special
night for us, the members of the Graduating Class
of 1972. Indeed I regard it an honour and a very
special privilege to speak on behalf of my fellow
Graduates, and so it is that in their name I extend
to you a very warm welcome.

Our early years have been enjoyable ones
despite the challenges we sometimes had to face.
These years we will cherish for the rest of our lives
all because you, our parents, were always ready to
lend a helping hand in the time of our greatest
need. Whatever the problem was we knew we
could depend on you. You have once again
demonstrated your unselfish and loving interest in
us by being present here tonight. Deeds like these
could never be repaid or even thanked with mere
words, but chiefly by our actions. I trust that our
future years will be a'fitting tribute to you.

Indeed, we are greatly indebted to all our teachers, who through their patience and understanding,
when getting the message across to us may have been difficult, have made it possible for us to be here
tonight.

Especially to our beloved Frs.: Hennessey, McCluskey, O'Toole and Mr. MacKay, who for two years
have filled us with a yearning for scientific knowledge, to them we extend our sincere gratitude.

We also thank Messrs. Chaplain, Rupley and Vermillion who undertook the difficult task of teaching
us the logical way to understanding Mathematics. We also remember gratefully Messrs. Donaldson, and
Wilson, who gave us an understanding in the field of the Arts subjects, and particularly Messrs. Allen &
Doody, when English was a foreign language to most of us.

How can we ever thank a man who has been like a father to us for the past five years. A father in
every sense of the word he was, as Principal, disciplinarian physical and spiritual guardian. A man who
always managed, to our bewilderment, to be around when we were up to mischief. I refer to none other
than the ever popular "Quintus" — Fr. Leo F. Quinlan.

I could continue in this trend of thanksgiving for the entire night, but to sum it up — pardon me for
quoting the words of Winston Churchill — "Never has so much been owed by so many to so few".

During the years we have spent at St. George's, we have changed considerably. We have grown from
irresponsible, self-centered lads to mature-thinking young men. And almost synonymous with this our
outlook on the world around us has also changed. Tonight as we stand on the threshold of the world,
awaiting us, saying goodbye to our Alma Mater and our classmates, with tear-moistened eyes, most of us are
aware of the socio-economic problems, existing in Jamaica. These problems we have inherited and it will be
the duty of us the young adults of today, to help towards creating a lasting solution to these problems for
the benefit of all concerned.

We were fortunate enough to have been born into the families of which we are now a part. Food,
clothes, housing and schooling meant little or nothing to us because they were always "there" provided for
us by our parents. But what about the unfortunate youngster, who through no fault of his own is not able
to obtain these basic necessities of life? What will become of him later in life? The odds are very heavily
against his making life a success, even from the humblest point of view. Since we have been fortunate
enough to obtain the facilities through no merit of our own, then it will be up to us to help our poor,
unfortunate brother.

Armed with the Christian love and determination given to us by our parents and teachers, it will be
our duty to fight, like our patron St. George did, the vicious monster which has its grips on the country in
the form of violence, poverty, social injustice, malnutrition, illiteracy and countless others.

Already a step has been taken by the government in this direction with the introduction of the
National Literacy Project. Most of us, I am sure, would be willing to cooperate in this venture by devoting
some of our spare time so that somebody less fortunate than we are, might be able to obtain the very basic
education needed to make even the humblest start towards a decent life.

But this is only the beginning; hopefully other similar national projects will be initiated by
Government and by private enterprise. I am confident that whenever and wherever our assistance is needed
for the good of our country and our fellowman, the Graduates of St. George's will be only too happy to
comply. — Ad Majorem Dei Gloriam — To the greater glory of God.
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o[f a Good
an

by Dennis A. Lyn — Bronze Medal Winner in

— Literary Contest.

Suddenly the wind rose and carried the dust swirling in the
night. Then it died. Mart was a shapeless figure in the dark. His
clothes being the colour of dust, blended with the surround-
ings. It was different from usual, the night; it made him rather
nervous. Maybe it was because he lived in a cemetery. No, it
couldn't be that. After all, what could they do to him? He was
high priest here. Still, the night somehow made him nervous.

~j>
There was no moon. It was so black, dark. Black like his

skin. Nothing, that was all he could see. It was mighty queer,
looking up so hard his eyes hurt, and yet, seeing nothing.
Sometimes, he would feel dizzy, as if he could float right out
of this world. Other times, the black sky was an impenetrable
barrier, crushing him, choking him, and he, all the while,
struggled to be free, to breathe, to escape from that damn
nothingness that enveloped him. No, he didn't like those
nights. Especially those unseen chirping crickets. Why in
heavens did they have to keep up that infernal chattering? A
frog croaked. Mort stood there invisible and he then walked on
to his hovel. The foundation was of brick, but it was built
mainly of brick and cardboard. Mort stopped and unpinned
some clothing from a line. A withered cpttonwood tree
planted its roots by the far corner. There was no door to the
place and he walked through the entrance. A lone candle
helped to make the place illuminated. Mort Johnson was a
cadaverous man, black in complexion, with a stiff mechanical
gait as if his joints needed oil. Long, varicose veins streaked his
skeletal arms. His sagging jowls and melancholy mouth made
him look like a bloodhound. His hollowed eyes were nearly
always half-closed, while a brown hat rested on his balding
head. A crucifix was nailed to the wall and some cheap
decorations hung from the ceiling. He pushed aside his saw and
plane and took out a Bible from the drawer. This began his
Friday night ritual. Opening the Bible to the marker, he read
the passage: Matthew 23. It was one of his favourite passages
for there was a passing rhythm to it — rushing to the climax,
"Woe unto ye. Scribes and Pharisees, for ye are like whited
sepulchres which indeed appear beautiful outwardly, but
within are full of dead men's bones and of all uncleaness."

These passages always made him thoughtful. Sometimes
Mort was so deep in thought that he would close his eyes to
think better. You could not even wake him in the morn. He
wasn't particularly thoughtful that night so he decided to take
a walk to tire himself. He struck for the lighted road because
the night made him nervous. A car hurried by. Just ahead of
him on the other bank was a beggar, a clearly defined figure in
the light. Plaited locks crept from under the high shapeless hat
on his head. His eyes looking down, were never focussed on
anything in particular. He was probably a drunk or a
ganja-man. His mouth was shaped in a queer half-smile. He was
short, wearing a patched and torn jacket and a one-leg pants
with a slit up the knee. He held a bag over his shoulders. It was
heavy and with each step it drove him to his knees.
Nevertheless, he continued toward his destination. He was so

'

alone. Walking swiftly past him, Mort caught the smell of urine
mixed with disinfectant which came from the beggar. At his
side was the cemetery and the newly-built mausoleum with the
pretty mosaic of Mary loomed up before him. The creeping
flower clung to the fence and weeds grew everywhere. A dug
up grave made him think of the grave near his home. It had
been dug more than two weeks ago. One could walk into it in

the dark without noticing it. He wondered how it felt to be in
a coffin down in the grave. Did the earthworms go through the
box? Maybe they crawled all over your face. How did it feel to
be dead? He had read something in the Star about a man being
brought back to life while on the operating table. The man had
said that it felt good. The question troubled Mort since he first
thought of it and his curiosity was very strong. He had a crazy
notion to kill himself. Death was so far away and he couldn't
find out about it. Would he go to heaven right away? Or would
he have to wait until judgement day in 2222 to come to face
with his Father? Do the dead feel anything while rotting? Does
it hurt? Can they smell themselves? If, as they say, only the
skeleton is left, where does the spirit go? Maybe if they don't
bury him right away, his spirit would roam about looking for a
body and when Judgement Day comes, he couldn't go to
heaven. No, that couldn't happen, he had fixed that up with
the obeah man. He had paid the man five pounds.Ten dollars.
Death must be a good thing. Heaven must be a good place.

Mort's mechanical gait took a self-satisfied step. He had
walked quite a distance. He stepped on something soft and
flexible, nearly slipping, while crossing a road. Looking hard,
after gaining his balance, a stench nearly knocked him out.
The decomposing body of a dog was in the pothole. He
couldn't understand how he did not smell it until he was right
upon it. The street was dark, but a feeble light shone from the
lamp. It must have been because he didn't look closer. Yes,,
that was it. God, it smelled!

(Cont'd. on page 36)
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A cold breeze blew up, but he felt nothing. He moved
slowly and silently like an intruder. He crossed a street. The
place was dark and quiet. Everyone was probably asleep. Only
a few were awake. He looked up and saw the blackness, as if
he were trapped, as if the light could not come through. It
wasn't only he in the room, everyone was. For a long while he
walked, roaming listlessly without a destination.

At a stop sign, he decided to return. The whistle of the
peanut man sounded in the distance. He crossed the bridge
with its foul smell of gully water underneath. Apartment
buildings rose in the background, contrasting with the old
shacks on the foregound. He couldn't see anyone. He heard
voices down the road. That surprised him. Then he heard a
cry. He came to a stop. Maybe he should go and see if
somebody needs his help. No, it was none of his business. Why
should he get hurt meddling in someone else's business?
Besides, others must have heard the cry also. No, he mustn't
think like that. After all, if he was in trouble, he would want
someone to help him. But what would he get out of it?
Nothing. He might even be injured and how'd he pay his bills?
He wouldn't be of any help injured. Alright, he'll look. It was
down a dead-end lane. There were at least six bicycles parked
at the corner. He went on his knees looking like a dog and
crawled behind some barrels. There were five, no six youths
who were attacking someone. The attackers were all about the
same age, about twenty. The backs of three faced him. They
all seemed to be wearing the same type of clothing. Their
trousers were too short and very dirty. Their shirts were
buttoned only at the top. They wore spectacles. Rasta tarns
and Rasta caps were on their heads. At least two had ratchets
and the others had whips. The victim had no shirt and his face
was bloody. The leader of the gang, a particularly ugly fellow
with a scar on his face, was playing with his ratchets. He spoke
sadistically in short bursts punctuated punches, whippings and
slashings.

"Kneel down," he snarled to the sprawling figure. "Yu t'ink
yu tougher dan we. Crawl, yu hear." A punch knocked the
person back. "Brave, brave, Scotty. 'Memba w'at yu do me
two weeks ago. Well, yu get it back now. Ha. Ha. Ha."
Apparently,the figure on the ground was a member of an
opposing gang. A whip cracked and an unearthly groan came
from the youth. "A yu did mek me go jail. Yu never did know
me did have friends. Yu never did t'ink me catch up with yu.
Yu don't know me. Never forget that. Me always catch up. Ha,
ha, ha, now go ha, get a chance fe' memba dat. Ha, ha, ha." He
was choking with laughter. Then he stopped. A wide smile
split his face. "Hey, 'memba dat Django show we did go to.

Yeah, that one! 'Memba how Django cut off the man ear? Mek
we do it with him." The beatings had stopped. Mort's fingers
had touched a sticky liquid. Spit. The leader held the ratchet
over the ear of the youth. Then he used it like a saw. It was an
eternally long time before he was through. A bloddy rubbery
object lay on the ground. It didn't look like an ear at all.

Someone came running. It was the beggar. In his mincing
run, he ran to help the victim. He tried his best, but he was
weak and they outnumbered him. Vainly, his small arms
flailed, but they knocked him down. Someone had used a
knife on him for a spurt of blood came from his side.

Mort went away before they were finished. He fairly ran
away from them. Imagine, he thought, the leader was wearing
a Rasta tarn. He couldn't be a Rasta. They were like the
Pharisees in the Bible. Whited sepulchres! That was what they
were. The Lord was right. Rasta clothes on the outside, but
inside, dirt. He chuckled bitterly. He knew whose grave that
was, the one that was dug up. Dead Man. Yes, that was who.
He felt sorry for the old man, the poor old man. He very
seldom had any breaks. When he tried to go up, life would lick
him back down. And now this happened. He should have
stayed out of it. Like Mort. He couldn't have helped the boy.
Now he is injured, might even be dead. He was a fool. To think
that they called themselves Rastafari. Whited sepulchres!

The place was silent still. He was in the cemetery. He knew
it. The mausoleum with the pretty mosiac of Mary was behind
him. He must be'near his house then. It was pitch black for the
street lights were well behind him. At least he saw his hovel's
silhouette. He stepped in a hole, a deep rectangular pit. The
dead dog still smelled. He could not run away from the hole.
He lay there, his face resting in the soil, kissing it.

The following Sunday, a roly-poly man with solemn eyes
looking from under spectacles, stood at the head of Mort
Johnson's grave. Half-naked urchins laughed, to the
indignation of the crowd. The spectacled man was finishing his
eulogy,. . . "The Lord knows he was a good man. St. Peter will
gladly open the gates of heaven for our dear departed friend.
He wasn't one of those Pharisees, Our Lord righteously
attacked. He went to church every Sabbath day that I know
of. But the Lord giveth and the Lord taketh away. He took
Mort's life, but he gives him eternal life. Do not pray for him,
instead pray that we may follow in our brother's footsteps.
For dust thou art and to dust thou shalt return. Remember
these words — Genesis, Chapter 3, verse 19." He closed his
Bible and they lowered their good brother Mort into his home.
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Milton A. Bardie Head Boy.
Rarely does one encounter an
individual with the proper con-
cept of leadership. Here is such
a man. This magnanimous per-
son strives relentlessly to serve
the students whom he rep-
resents as Head-Boy rather than
have them serve him. Possesses
such charm and eloquence
which never fails to inundate
anyone who ventures within his
sphere of influence. Makes idols
of movie starlets and may even
break into show business him-
self. "Bumps" is a vanguard
element in the movement for
change. A dynamic medical
career is in the making for this
Titan. Head-Boy; Student Coun-
cil President; Science Club Presi-
dent; IVIendel Club; Sports Com-
mittee; Football; Cricket; Regis.

Earl McEachron Asst. Head
Boy. The blood of a Koro-
mantyn pulsates within his veins
and permeates his entire being.
This giant of a man possesses
such a fierce pride and fighting
spirit. A true sportsman in every
sense of the word. "Pele" has
excelled in football, cricket,
track, baseball and soft ball. He
denies vehemently that his
success with girls is any less
colourful than his athletic con-
quests. A fine mathematician of
the inspired type. A gentle and
very winning personality will
carry Earl to success all through
life. Assistant Head-Boy; Vice
President of Student Council;
Asst. House Captain for Cam-
pion; Science Club; Sports Com-
mittee; Manning Team; Track
Team.
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Wesley G. Atkinson: "Acky is
somewhat patient and reserved
due to his long memory and
intellect. Nevertheless he is rather
frequent with angry outbursts.
His speed on the track is sur-
passed only by the quickness of
his wit of which sarcastic remarks
are his speciality. Reputed elocu-
tionist, debator and writer, he is a
future industrialist. Track Team,
Debating Society, History Club,
Science Club, Lance, Student
Council. Campion.

Ray Bahadosingh Suave and
sophisticated. A master of rhe-
toric. Black intelectual in his
highest state of evolution. High-
ly cultured yet is intransigent
when convinced of his correct-
ness. Reserves high esteem for
Marcus Garvey and George Jack-
son. Likes Bob Marley and the
Mighty "Sly Stone". His
ambition is to become a Medical
Doctor.

Hector D. Blair: A quiet stu-
dent in a rather boisterous class,
"Digo" is mostly heard when
doing a rendition of Al Green's.
His exuberance in sports is
exerted to the fullest extent
whether he is playing cricket or
football. A strongman of 2-6-A,
he is a dilligent worker whose
ambition is to be Jamaica's best
Prime Minister. Sunlight Team,
History Club, Bellarmine.

Wilson Chang Fatt "Heads" - a
man with a warm and generous
personality coated in a sheet of
conservatism. Infrequently,
"Heads" becomes the focus of
attention by uttering some
witty remark. A brilliant stu-
dent who works very hard but
never becomes bogged down by
scholastic tasks. Science Club;
Regis.

Harry Cheng Harry is a gene-
rous, easy going character who
has the priceless gift of getting
along with people. Loves the
party scene. However Harry
does not allow this to interfere
with his school work. Science
Club.

Peter Chung Long hair is no
criterion of human values never-
the less this cat is a Monarch in
his own rights. Lover of all
creative forms of expressions, he
feels voraciously on the writings
of Kabil Ciliron and Claude
McKay. Superficially quiescent,
nevertheless the foetal stages of
some idea is always kicking
around in his mind. Future lies
in medicine.

Paul A. Davis Einstein of 2-6-A,
Pablo is thoroughly unpre-
dictable especially in speech
where he lapses from English to
Spanish and vice-versa, at the
wink of an eye. Secretary of the
Student Council, his minutes
display a remarkable knowledge
of the English language. A self-
proclaimed Spanish poet and
singer, he is an ardent "Love
Bird" fan. Future lies in lin-
guistics. Spanish Club, Prefect
Body, Student Council, Regis.

Peter B. Gentles A recent addi-
tion to our distinguished halls,
he can always be seen in heated
debates on the the quality of
the Mercedes Benz, where his
tone of speech has rightfully
earned him the name of "Crud-
les". Reputed to be suave and
debonair, his popularity knows
no limits. A dedicated worker,
he will undoubtedly achieve his
ambition of becoming a million-
aire. History Club, Xavier.
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Charles Green A "mathematical
magician" is the best term to
describe this reserved young
man. His conservative nature,
however, is sprinkled by
moments when he expresses his
viewpoint on various issues.
Charley is also quite a sports-
man. On his day he can be an
almost devastating forward.
Regis House Captain; Manning:
Student Council; Science Club.

Patrick A. Hammond A gradu-
ate of the jocular lodge, Patrick
is extremely proficient at re-
partee where his quips never fail
to tickle. An extreme critic of
all tired cars, his favourite pas-
time is to discuss the happenings
at the various Vernamfield race
meets even when he doesn't
attend. A self-retired footballer,
his future lies in architecture.
Student Council, History Club,
Science Club, Campion.

Franz F. Hanna An expert on
hilarity, Franz keeps the class in
constant merriment by his a-
deptness at fabricating words
foreign to our ears yet based on
our language. Undoubtedly effi-
cient at bantering he is sub-
jected to times of deep moodi-
ness after losing verbal battles.
Success for him will surely come
when he takes up his career in
law. History Coub, Student
Council, Prefect, Loyola

Raymond Hoo A member of
II—6—M's conservative people
club. His quiet disposition is
occasionally interrupted by sati-
rical moments: Raymie is an
amateur at comedy. To round it
off, this young gentleman is
quite a brilliant student; his
pursuits in the lab remind us of
pioneer physicists. Xavier.

Barren Johnson To know Bar-
ron is to know the quintescence
of intellectualism. This remark-
able personality has been en-
dowed with the priceless attri-
bute of being an affable person.
A moment spent within the
field of this man's commanding
presence is never a dull moment.
For he is a comedian of the
class. Further, Barren is a fan-
tastic footballer. Manning;
Science Club, Campion.

Richard A. Johnson Calm, cool
and level-headed, that is
Richard. His forceful manner of
speech has often left him un-
challenged on various issues.
One of the more knowledgeable
members of the class, Richard's
wisdom is at time equal to that
of the philosophers. His ambi-
tion is to be an artist, poet,
philosopher, historian, lover and
teacher. History Club.

Richard Jones An alien being
from ... Spanish Town. The
brilliance of this young man
makes him an asset to the
school and the distant republic
from which he hails. The
phenomenal ability of this man
is superseded only by his mag-
netic personality which has a
tremendous pull on his peers.
Science Club. Cricket; Campion;
Chess Club.

Peter B. Lukong Lukey is a
rather quiet young man, though
not when some one producing a
chess board ...he is a fanatic for
the game. Peter is a first class
chemist. Well known for doing
numerous experiments even un-
authorised ones. Prefect,
student council, science club
and a member of the Regis
house. Ant
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Mark A. Lyn "Shorty" , as he is
called by fellow classmates is
diminutive in stature. This how-
ever has not prevented this
young man from being colossal
intellectually. Mark is never
afraid to share his views on
matters of great importance
during a discussion. Future lies
in Chemical Engineering. Pre-
fect; Student Council: Science
Club; Xavier.

Howard N. Malcolm Howie's
jocular remarks always succeed
in leaving all within earshot rol-
licking with mirth. A connois-
seur of good music, he is always
up to date on the best songs
available. His long strides will
surely enable him to hurdle the
obstacles in attaining his career
as a political scientist and
attorney-at-law. Track Team,
Science Club, Student Council,
House Captain, Loyola.

Michael Matthews Industrious
and resiliant, Matty possesses
athletic abilities which until last
year was latent. This very hard
worker intends to be a part of
the inevitable social tide which
will take political supremacy to
the hands of the masses. A
student of black studies.

Albert McDonald We are unable
to describe adequately this
young man who exemplifies the
purest forms of affability.
"Pickles" as we call him, is quite
a gentleman — a characteristic
which has enabled him to cap-
ture the heart of many a young
lady. An athlete, our no. 1
sprinter. Prefect; Student Coun-
cil; Mendel Society President;
Science Club; Track; Bellarmme.

Robert E. Ralph "Rufie" is rat-
her quiet but experience shows
he can be very turbulent on
occasions. He possesses some
very deep views of life which he
is never afraid to express. His
determination to succeed is
marked by his dedication to his
studies. One of our strongest
preachers of social reform, his
ambition is to be an attorney-at-
law. History Club, Student
Council, Campion.

Andrew B. Rattray. Another
member of the jocund regime.
His keen and perceptive mind
enables him to have a wide
realm of judgement 'and under-
standing. A self-styled tennis
player, he also enjoys bad-
minton and table tennis. An
experienced debator he will be
well prepared to take up his
career as an attorney-at-law.
Science Club, Debating Society,
Prefect, Student Council,
Loyola.

Michael F. Ross A well known
member of 2-6-A his popularity
is reputed to lie in some female
institutions. His lack of dexter-
ity is high-lighted in his frequent
engagements at fisticuffs which
are due to his persistence in
having the last word. "IMyamde-
mostest" surprises no one when
he does the most unexpected
things. Future lies in industrial
management. Science Club, His-
tory Club, Regis.

David S. Schleifer A well re-
spected personage, David has
attained heights that some men
will never reach. His true to life
tales are gathered from years of
experience and wide areas of
Jamaica's landscape. A persis-
tent attendant at Vernamfield,
he is the class expert on the car
bonnet's undersides. Know-
ledgeable in current affairs he
will undoubtedly succeed in his
career as en economist and
political scientist. History Club.
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Jack Shim Saying that Jack is a
brilliant student would only be
an understatement — for this
young man is a genius. Quite
frequent ly however. Jack
usually takes a recess from
serious studying to enjoy a
weekend on the North Coast. A
lover of cars, the faster the
better. Science Club; Xavier.

David Wan "Wano" is a model
of academic excellence. It is a
rare occurrence for one person
to be endowed with the amount
of ability possessed by this
young man. Monumental as his
capabilities may be there is no
question that this is easily sur-
passed by his affability. This
has undoubtedly rocketed David
to be such a popular member of
2-6-M. Science Club.

David Welsh A man of many
moods. A crack athlete. "Trees"
is an excellent mathematician
and practical physicist. Loves
good music especially the "Del-
phonics". Boris Gardener.
Covers a lot of ground with the
girls. Future Ires in medicine.

Kirk Williams The sheer dynam-
ism of his character has amassed
numerous friends both male and
female. His grace and speed over
the hurdles has earned him a
proverbial mark of distinction.
Easy going, but responds to
outside pressures by working
diligently. Likes to read the
works of contemporary black
writers, especially George Jack-
son. This leading authority on
all forms of music hopes to
become a medical doctor.

Kaiser Wong Kaiser is 2 — 6—M's
quietest member. In comparitive
terms, his silence is a measure of
his tremendous academic
ability. He is probably the best
practical physicist to come our
way for quite some time. Within
this reserved young man, how-
ever, there lies a great degree of
warmth and generosity. Science
Club.

Patrick Wong Patrick as his
credo (All work and no play
makes Patrick a dull boy) would
indicate, is a debonair young
man. Coupled with his pheno-
menal, intellectual capabilities
"Mr. Main Ingredient" more
than any of his contemparies
exemplifies the perfect hybridi-
zation of business and pleasure.
Future lies either in engineering
or business management. Pre-
fect; Student Council; Science
Club; Loyola.

Franklyn Yap Mr. Cool and
Easy, Franky never seems to be
perplexed by the problems of
life. This however has not dam-
pened in any way his keen
business sense. Franklyn is a
fanatic for fast cars, but his
enthusiasm for school work far
exceeds his love for cars. Xavier. >v

Anthony IM. Yee. "Chief" is
probably the greatest practi-
tioner of the law of conserv-
ation of energy. His sheer inert-
ness however has been quite
instrumental in making this
young man a very popular figure
in his class. A very popular man
every where he goes. A very
brilliant student who has prob-
ably done more reading in the
Arts than his fellow scientist A
cricketer... He fancies himself to
be quite a wicket keeper.
Science Club.
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Some Recent Scholarships won by StG.C.Old Boys
(By no means a complete listing)

Rhodes

1969 Ronald G. Thwaites
1963 Trevor Munroe
1956 Maurice Tenn

JAMAICA SCHOLARSHIP

1959 Theodore Chin
1960 Michael Yee Quee
1961 Lachman Dansinghani
1962 Dennis Edmunds
1963 Lipton Wong Lyn
1964 Clement McCalla
1967 Sedley McLanghlin
1971 Keith Garel

Independence Scholarship

1964 Bernard Wilmot
1967 Errol Prince

Cornell University

1961 Victor Fung
1962 Ronald G. Thwaites
1964 William Lard
1969 Anthony Chong

Yale University

1961 Morrell Chance
1962 Patrick Wilmot
1969 David Mathurin
1972 Lancelot Alexander

Harvard University

1964 Bernard Wilmot
1968 Russell Bell

Dartmouth College

1963 Victor Lyn
1967 Fredel Young

Columbia University

1971 Terrence Chung
1972 Robert Kong

Vanderbilt University

1969 Arthur Wan
1970 Chris Chin Fatt

St. Joseph's College

1971 Francis Ho Lung
1972Carlton Clark
1971 Stephen Morgan-

Issa Scholarship

1964 Leighton Holness

Boston College

1963 Kurth Chin Fatt

University of Notre Dame

1970 Brandon Walsh

Brendeis University

1963 Wilmon Bryan

Government Scholarship

1965 Trevor Chin Quee
1961 Patrick Chew

National Scholarship (M.I.T.)

1967 Thomas Goreau

Danforth Scholarship

1958 Noel Brown

U.W.I.

College of St. Scholastica

1972 David Chin F?tt
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1971 Philip Duncan
1967 Robert Franklin
1967 John Campbell
1967 Gerald Hoo Fung
1964 Ronald Silvera

1964 Ronald Young
1964 Trevor Yee
1963 Robert Harvey
1963 Basil Burke
1963 Arthur Lewin

Alcan Scholarship

1966 Frank Whittaker



IMPRESSION

by Richard Johnson

Men roam this earth with little
Mind as to where to go
And we can seldom feel the
Whirl of confusion that they know.
We are fish unquestionable.
As we are taken down the stream
In its flow;
We absorb and create and
All this does, not? stagnate
Our thoughts we stow
We shall never change from what
We were born, no.
We shall never change the streams flow.
Because day after day lazier do we grow.
We shall be a part from the yeilow

till it snow.
It is clear, day after day the

lazier we grow.
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Teacher-Student Relationship
This question is not an easy one, neither is the answer; and I am limited to space.

The teacher is among many things a counselor, a guide and, if he is lucky, a friend for
his students and often for their parents. Many teachers believe that counseling is too
much like trying to govern other people's lives and so they are often uncomfortable in
this situation. The learner, often lonely and troubled by difficult problems, will go to his
teacher for help. Indeed the learning situation is the very soil out of which the question
of life arises.

There are many dangers in growing to adulthood. Becoming an adult in a modern
society is not easy. The emotional problems that develop in childhood are evidence
enough. These seem relatively unimportant, however, when compared to the sadness of
unfulfilled potential. What then is the problem?!

What a person becomes is influenced greatly by his experience — by what is commonly
called education. Man is not made to react effectively to his surroundings by nature, by
the mere process of growing to adulthood. Man must learn a thousand things in the
process of growing.

The choices of the growing child and youth are made by his society, by his parents, by
his teachers, and finally by himself. This is the meaning of man's great freedom, but it is a
freedom of dangers and uncertainties. Man has often wished he could escape from this
kind of freedom, but it seems it is not possible. We have an unlimited opportunity for
education.

The teacher who meets a class, beginning or advanced, faces a group of individuals who
are the result of life experience thus far. He will find them full of wounds from the living
of life. In the process of growing, they will, because of hurts in the past, use methods that
often bring an unwanted result. The teacher also bears in his personality the wounds of
his life experience. The very best of us will bring only a "growing toward" what we would
like to be as teachers. We will have many faults, but the important thing is that we will be
growing in self-understanding, knowledge, and wisdom. This we all can do.

Students in the process of being educated will often need someone to talk with. Often,
students either from home or school experience will feel greatly threatened by any person
in what is or seems to be a position of authority. The reaction may be one of distrust or
dislike. Most of the foolish or improper things we do, in the classroom or out, are due to
the feelings that we are not as good or worthy or important as others. Many students have
great fear of their own ideas and imaginations; they feel that they must forever hide
behind an "authority" not daring to present their own ideas. If the teacher is able to erase,
these fears and put confidence into the student, then he is on the best way to become a
friend.

-Whats
that???

H.D. WIERICH.

In the process of growing, there are many times when a learner strongly feels the need for someone to talk to outside his own
family. This a normal need. It is an aspect of discovering "who I am." The teacher is in an excellent position to fulfill this need.
The confidence so important to this part of a teacher's work results from the respect between teacher and student. This means
that the teacher respects the students as individuals who have many problems but who also have pride in their accomplishments.
It' also means that the students respect the teacher, but the teacher must win this respect, not expect or demand it. These
students have had many experiences, both helpful and harmful, with adults and teachers. Winning, in my opinion, is a privilege
not a right. But the winning of both is the highest reward not only for the teacher, but also, if not more, for the student.

Confidence and respect between teacher and student will continue by protecting the student's trust. There is always a danger
an adult will consider unimportant a matter that a student considers very important. If it seems wise and necessary to speak with
parents or another teacher, it is very important that the student who is being discussed, understands, but he has not always to
agree. Otherwise, the relation basic to confidence may be destroyed.

It is true that the student has to learn by and for himself, but there are times when he can ask about some of the major
problems and how they have best been dealt with. The wise teacher carefully avoids forcing either counsel or confidence upon
the student; here he can be a friend.

Every individual wants, in the very special quality of his individuality to be and to be treated as special; for he IS special.
Therefore let him feel that he is special.

As I said in the beginning, I do not know if there is an answer, but one thing I do know, only with your help, and I mean you
students, can there be good teachers. It is a rough ground we tread on — let's reach for the stars — TOGETHER.
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ADMINISTRATION

1
Fr. Maurice Feres, S.J. Headmaster

Fr. Lawrence A. Burke, S.J. Rector

Fr. Kenneth Hughes, S.J. Asst.
Headmaster

Fr. Paul R. Hayes, S.J. Administrator Fr. Gerald Heffernan, S.J. Bursar

Fr. Leo Quinlan, S.J. Dean of
Discipline



FACULTY

Mr. Adrian Chaplain
Dean of Faculty,
Maths, Accounts
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Mr. Kedum T. Abraham
Arithmetic

Mr. Winston W. Anderson
Economics Accounts

Mr. Gordon Booth
Maths

Fr. Gerald Bowman S.J.
English, Religion

Fr. Thomas J. Brodley, S.J.
Maths

•'if
Bro. Austin Burns, S.J.

General Science
Mr. Victor Chang

Chemistry
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Fr. Joseph Connell, S.J.
Religion

Mr. Leon F. Dann
English

/ ._- . __ J
Fr. Joseph Flaucher

Physical Science

f 9

Fr. Philip Fuhs, S.J.
Guidance Counsellor

Miss Valera A. Gordon
English

Mr. Robert J. Harper
History

Fr. Gerald Hennessey, S.J.
Biology, Zoology

Mr. George Higgins
General Science

Fr. Robert J. Higgins. S.J.
Geography Religion

t

1 '.";;tr<
Fr. James Hosie, S.J.

Maths, Religion
Bro. Joseph Kelleher, S.J.

Maths, Accounts.
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Mr. Joseph Kijanski
English, Religion

Fr. William Larkin, S.J.
Physics
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Fr. Raymond McCluskey, S.J.
Physics

Mr. John Mac Kay
Biology, Zoology, Health Science

Fr. Richard K. McGowan, S.J.
English, Religion

Mr. Ishmael Millard
English, Maths.

2 I
Mr. Harry Moo Young, S.J.

English, Scripture
Fr. Lawrence O'Toole, S.J.

Chemistry, Religion
Mr. John T. Rupley

Maths

Mr. Joseph Sanguinetti
Physical Education

Fr. James Schecher, S.J.
Physics

Fr. William Sheehan, S.J.
English, Scripture, Reading Skills

Mr. Wilson Small
English, Maths

Mr. Larkland Tabois
Maths

Mr. William J. Tucker
History

L : i . . . . ! ; ..a
Mr. James Vermillion

Math
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Mr. Sylvester Walker
Art

Fr. John J. Walsh, S.J.
English
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Mr. Heinz - Dieter Wierich
English

Fr. John J. Williams, S.J.
Spanish

Mrs. Violet C. Wilmot
Spanish

Mr. Winston S. Wilson
Spanish

Mr. Gladstone H. Woolcock
History, Geography

SPORTS
COMMITTEE

Fifth former David Welter (right) receiving a trophy for his
achievement in cycling and particularly his achievement in
the recent International Cycling meet in Barbados where
he set a record for visiting cyclists placing first in eight
events and second in two. The presentation was made at
St. George's College Sports Committee's first annual Awards
banquet for top athletes in the school. Making the present-
ation is Mr. Don Miller.

Fourth form swimmer Michael Lee receiving trophy from
Sports Committee member Mr. Pat Lopez for being top
point getter at Swim Champs 1972.

AWARDS

1972-1973
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BRO. R. FOSTER, S.J.
(Infirmarian)

STAFF

MRS. PHYLLIS ALEXANDER
(Secty. to the Headmaster)

MRS. H. SAULTER
(Asst. Secty. to the

Headmaster)

FR. JOSEPH WALSH. S.J.
(Librarian)

FR. H. MARTIN, S.J.
(Spiritual Father)

FR. JOHN BLATCHFORD, S.J.
(Bookstore Manager)
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A TRIBUTE TO
To know Carlos Lopez is to know a man of

dedication. His dynamic personality has earned him
the esteem of the many people who have had the
pleasure of his association. Although he appears shy
and extremely conservative to those who don't really
know him, it is just an inherent quality he possesses
that makes him stay behind the scenes. His sole
motivation has been to restore the athletic supremacy
of St. George's College.

Mr. Lopez, as he is affectionately called, has been
associated with sports at St. George's College, particu-
larly football, since 1961. For more than eleven years
it has been his hope to be involved with a winning
Manning Cup Team. Carlos still has hope in the
student body and so has widened his interest to
include all the sports teams of the school. Knowing
that it was imperative that something be done, Carlos
got together a group of old boys to implement some
radical changes in sports at the school. Thus came into being the Sports Committee, the brainchild of
Mr. Lopez. The Committee has backed the fund raising bingo at the Sheraton which enabled the
purchase of much needed sports equipment. This kind of support and encouragement from the
committee was the adrenalin spurring the track team on to rise from 14th to 5th place at this year's
School Champs. It also enabled a small but very determined team to represent St. George's College at
this year's Penn Relays in Philadelphia.

Carlos' main hope now is to see St. George's win the School Champs Cup for track and field
athletics. His belief is that K.C. has dominated at Champs for too long. The student body agrees that it
can be done because the motivation and talent are there.

Mr. Lopez has made a great personal sacrifice. He has been like a father to many of those who have
participated in sports, and the boys have really appreciated it. His contribution to sports, and to the
school has been tremendous.

CARLOS LOPEZ
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My Land
by Richard Johnson

With orchids, bell flower, and jasmine.
My land is of blue skys
Warmed with a golden sun, darkening
Each and warming the sparkling sea.
My land, the humming bird sits
Upon my broken window, jerks his
Winged shoulders in wonderment, and
Flies away humming with joy as
From hibiscus to hibiscus he roams
Gently displaying his frail body in the
Scented air
Here silence is broken by the cry of
A rooster, a woman's boisterous cry of
Glee, and here the ant remains
Passionate.
But lately I see, from the blue hills,
A dark cloud float over the concrete
Stone, and the sea grow dark and
Ripple free with lonely bits of
Civilization suspended.
I hear loud and demanding noise
And silence is broken by an
Engine of transport.
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1st year 6th Arts

Maths

Zoo t

P. Chang Yer

A. Ying

P. Wong

R. Delapenha



St. George's did not live up to pre-season expectations and at the time of the abrupt termination of
the season we were not in a challenging position. It should be noted that the culmination of excessive
rough play and hooliganism forced a premature end to schoolboy soccer for 1972.

The Manning team started vigorous physical training in April under coach Bunny Goodison, former
Jamaica footballer, and Joe Sanguinetti giving technical assistance. Team spirit was high, therefore the
team trained enthusiastically till the season was ready to begin in early September.

The squad looked impressive in pre-season encounters. With some notable successes, the chief ones
being against St.' Joseph's College of Philadelphia, and Kingston College in the Roper Cup. Although the
margins of these victories was small, 2-0 and 1-0 respectively, the team spirit, skill and ball artistry
displayed was some manifestation of months of training.

With the advent of G.C.E. results we lost some young and valuable players, namely, 0. James, V.
Blake, and L. Longman. Due to other circumstances, many other players from the squad of the previous
year were lost, namely, C. Peralta, G. Chin, H. Murray, C. Garel, L. O'Riley, N. Sheriff, and Kirk
Williams. This heavy loss of players left the team with a small nucleus of experienced players with which
to mould a young team around. All the young players came from the Colts except Anthony Mason who
was a newcomer from Holy Trinity.

We started the season optimistically, with a young team of average age 16, but showing fight, talent,
and enthusiasm. Our first match was against Trench Town and this resulted in a goal-less draw. It was an
encouraging start as we played a good brand of football. Defence man E. McEachron was outstanding as
he kept the forwards at bay.

The second match against Ardenne was certainly not morale boosting although we won 1-0.
Undoubtedly Ronald Smith stood out in this match and the remainder of the matches as the only
forward with the potential of being a match-winner, as he was always lurking dangerously in the
opponent's area.

In their third match of the season St. George's suffered a humiliating defeat from St. Jago with a score
of 3-1. A general lack of organization prevailed and the fast-moving and hard tackling St. Jago players
capitalized on defence errors. Outside left Johnson however scored with a beautiful header inside the
second half to put a little respectability to our scorecard.

The last match of the curtailed season was against St. A.T.H.S. It was probably the most exciting
match as our opponents scored early but in the last minute of the match Earl (Peeley) McEachron now
the main striker, beat the keeper with a lobbing left footer.

That was theend of our abbreviated schedule. We were not in a good position but the team learnt a lot
and this young team should perform better next year. The coming of the sports committee will definitely
improve school spirit and facilities necessary for the fostering of a good team.
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First row: M. McFarlane, A. Walsh (Captain), G. Lue-Tenn.
Second row: R. Stephenson, A. Chin, D. Kong, Fr. Hosie (Moderator/Coach).

TENNIS TEAM
Of all the sporting activities at St. Georges, lawn tennis the only one in which we are outstanding. For the past 9 years St.

Georges has monopolized inter school tennis. The reason for this monopoly is that they have good courts and good tutoring.

Under the tutoring of Fr. J. Hosie and the late Mr. "Willie" Passalaigue the boys have achieved very good tournament record this
year. Fr. Hosie has encouraged tennis more than any other previous year. On every weekday afternoon, except Thursdays, Fr. Hosie
has organized special coaching for the newcomers to the game.

This year's tournament players and the three reserve players will be receiving free rackets and jackets. They will also be receiving
a dinner in honour of them at the end of the National inter-school championship in May.

One tournament was held this year which will be of great interest in the picking of the team. This was the tournament for the
Junior Squad in which Andre Chin, a newcomer to the game, swept aside his opposition in fine style to win the crown of Junior
Squad championship of St. Georges. In the finals Andre gave a fine display of court craft to beat Desmond Yapp.

The results of the tournament were as follows: Quarter Finals:— C. McKenzie, bt. M. Forbes 6/1, 6/1; A. Chin bt. S. Lewis 6/2,
6/1 ;D. Yapp bt. H. Ferguson 3/6, 6/4, 6/2; N. Chin bt. J. Clarke 6/3, 2/6. 6/4; Semi-finals:-A. Chin, bt. Clyde McKenzie 6/3, 6/4:
Finals:- A. Chin bt. D. Yapp 6/2, 7/5.

The nucleus of the 1973 school team has not yet been named, but the team will nearly be the same as last year. The automatic
choices this year are: Aaron Walsh, Richard Stephenson, Paul Chin, Michael Mcfarlane and Douglas Kong. A likely addition will be
Andre Chin.
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Traditional Victory

First row: Michael Forbes. Desmond Yapp, Clyde McKenzie, Andre Chin.
Second row: Steven Day, Hugh Ferguson, Curtis Myrie, Alexander Horsford, John Clarke. Steven Lewis Christopher
Berry.
Third row: Norman Chin, Anthony Grant, Christopher Strybos, Dwight Bacquie, Richard Josephs, Fr. Hosie, S.J. (coach)
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1972 COLTS FOOTBALL SEASON

FIRST ROW: J. Young, P. Wallace.
SECOND ROW: P. Whyte, S. Chen, P. Callen, C. Chung, D. Cover, M. Vtfan, R. Burke, R. Gordon, N. Fisher.
THIRD ROW: Mr. J. Sanguinetti, T. Palmer, H. Lue, G. McPherson, M. Miller, G. Mitchell, W. Stewart, P. Chin, W. Kong, L. Chen, C. Bolton.

The performance of the team last season augured well for the future. The team came second in our
zone and barely missed top honours due to some unfortunate circumstances.

Under the guidance of former Georgian, Joe Sanguinetti, the boys showed that four weeks of
dedicated training made some impression. Out of five matches we won three, namely, Excelsior,
Ardenne, and St. ATHS. However, we suffered defeat from Wolmers and drew against Camperdown.
During these matches the team displayed a fighting spirit reminiscent of the true Georgian teams of the
late fifties. Claver Campbell emerged as the most outstanding player of the team with the skipper
Boulton and Stewart deserving of much praise. It is not implied that the rest of the team didn't perform
well. The squad of fifteen was a well knit unit and this unity was manifested in their behaviour on and
off the field.

The handicap of the team was definitely the absence of any real prolific goal scorer, but this is not
unique when dealing with the present era of footballers in Jamaica.

We hope that Mr. Sanguinetti will keep on imparting his skills and know-how and nurse this promising
team into the champions of tomorrow. With the advent of the sports committee the extra incentive will
be provided for the next colts team to train harder and score more goals.

SCORERS: STGC
STGC
STGC
STGC
STGC

vs StATHS
vs Ardenne
vs Excelsior
vs Wolmers

2-1
2- 1
1 -0
0-3

vs Camperdown 0 — 0
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M. Dawes and N. Neil after a memorable innings at
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R. Miller plays the ball during a practice session at Emmet Park.
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ST. GEORGE'S COLLEGE SPORTS COMMITTEE

Left to Right: Mr. Don Miller, Father G. Duffy, Mr. Pat Lopez, Milton Hardie (Headboy).

The old boys of St. George's College have formed a
sports committee to keep sports alive in the college. The
committee is headed by Mr. Carlos Lopez, who is chairman
and founder Mr. Pat Lopez, Mr. Joe Sanguinetti, sports
master of the school. Father George Duffy, former sports
master of the school, Mr. Don Miller and Milton Hardie,
Head-boy of the college.

The purpose of this committee is to let the boys be able
to play sports and not going through the routine of buying
these high priced sports gears. Another way that the
committee comes in very handy is that they supply the
various sports teams with food after training and when the
school is playing against another school at a field other than
that of ST. GEORGES they receive transportation to and
from the field.

On the 28 of February the committee had a bingo party
at Sheraton Kingston Hotel where they earned an estimated
$2000 this money will be used to build an Olympic size
swimming pool and furnish the school's sportsmen with the
equipment they need.

The committee was responsible for the efficient running
of St. George's sports day as they were the one who
donated the medals and trophies which were presented.
They plan to do everything they can for sports in St.
George's as this will help the school to do better in sports.

Mr. Joe Sanguinetti
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SPORTS DAY CHAMP . . Ryan Peralto Third Form.



Front row left to right: Dennis Chin, Michael Tenn, Richard Spence, Richard Lee, Mr. Moo Young, S.J.
Second row left to right: Mark Taylor, Christopher Yapp, Noel Dixon.

TABLE
TENNIS
TEAM

PING

The year 1972 has been quite disappointing for the table tennis team. The disappointment mainly lay
in being so close yet so far from the winning of the cup. The other part of the disappointment lay in our
loss of our captain, Paul Bennett.

Nontheless, the training of the team began in January 1972 and continued until the conclusion of the
inter-secondary school's tournament. During this time some members of our team earned reputable
names in the line of the game. The Players, Michael Tenn and Eric Stuiz, won the under 16 title and the
under 13 title respectively in the All-Jamaica T.T. Tournament.



The season itself started very brightly with our defeat of K.T.H.S. seven nil. But this score did not
appear very surprising as it became very common in our victories over the other schools. Team members
were often seen scoring 21-1 victories over their opponents. But our luck ran out when we met Kingston
College, who were then the holders of the cup. At the outset of this knockout match confidence rose to
a high level when Michael Tenn beat Wigmore Francis, K.C.'s no. 1, while Paul Bennett taught their no. 2
Dennis Duncan, a thorough lesson. But our attempts were in vain when St. George's College had to
accept the very close defeat of 4-3 games. Hence St. Goerge's College placed second in the
inter-secondary school's tournament. The team's efforts were not wholly unrewarded, as the newly
formed sports committee treated the team members to a dinner function.

•

The players still met regularly to train even though we are without the assistance of a coach. This
regular meeting is mainly due to our moderator who has tried so admirably to hold the team together.
We look forward to a successful '73-'74 year and we now have the confidence that the Kelall Cup is with-
in easy reach.

fe*•/ ,5-. -v ' •ii'Tn
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TRACK & FIELD

This year has proven to be the turning point for athletics at St. George's. The team performed remarkably well,and with
a little more luck could have placed in the first three at the boys' championship. However, the young team in a truly
stout-hearted effort placed fifth among thirty six schools and in terms of the size of the squad this was a splendid
performance.

This diligent team started training as early as September under the guidance of our new coach, Vinton Powell, a former
Jamaican middle distance runner. Our rigorous training programme included hill training from Blue Mountain Inn to Irish
Town on Wednesdays and sand running along the Palisadoes Road on Saturdays. This was also mixed with weight
training. It was against this background of physical conditioning that the relatively small team under the captaincy of
Seymour "Jubba" Vassell started the track season.

.& l.'
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First Row: M. Fitter, G. Mitchell, J. Brash, S. Smith, D. West, R. Peralto, M. Douglas.
Second Row: T. Palmer, G. Elvey, M. Clarke, M. Beecher, E. McEachron, E. Gibson, N. Gray, P. Gooden.
Third Row: O. Goldsmith, V. Hyatt, S. Vassell, K. Williams, Mr. R. McKay, R. Scares, Mr. C. Lopez, Mr. Miller, Mr.
Powell.

At the beginning of the season we were fortunate to obtain the services of Dennis Johnson, former world sprint record
holder and Mike McKay our former coach, whose -sincere devotion to the development of track at St. Georges was
exemplary. With top class expertise at hand, we began competing in development meets on Saturdays to obtain the
necessary competition which is concomitant to improving performances. Our biggest pre-champs meet was the Gibson
Relays which apart from providing real competition gave the inexpei'enced members of the team "First Taste" of a big
meet.

We entered champs therefore with a small, well prepared, dir^iplined and cohesive team of nineteen members. Our
biggest handicap was that we were severely hit with injuries, notably that of Michael Douglas, of Class II, whose
performanc'es were really remarkable in pre-season meets. Seymour "Jubba" Vassell, Mike Fitter and Richard Soares all
sustained injuries but were fortunate to participate at Champs. Another basic handicap was that our Class I team was
extremely small due to a poor turn-out of the older members of the school.

On March 23rd and 24th, the big days of competition and sheer excitement came. Peter Gooden of Class II, in a display
of power running and fighting spirit won the 200 and 400 metres in times of 22.5 and 49.8 sees, respectively. Mark Clarke
also of Class II, captured the 110 metres hurdles in a scintillating, record-breaking time of 14.8 sees. Undoubtedly these
were the highlights of our performances but this did not overshadow the other excellent performances. Young Palmer's
leap in the long jump which earned him 2nd place in Class II, "Yannie" Peralto's jump in the high jump Class II which
earned 3rd place and, the sparkling run of the quartet, "Silly" Smith, "Yannie" Peralto, Mike Pitter and young Elvy in the
4 x100 metres relay coming 2nd also deserved praise. Kirk Williams in the Class I hurdles placed 3rd with a creditable
performance and other good performances came from V. Hyatt, M. Beecher and E. Gibson. But the most inspiring thing
about the team was the spirit, co-operation and enthusiasm that prevailed. Therefore the whole team ought to be
congratulated.

Improving our position-from fourteenth to fifth place, was due to good organization and management. Carlos Lopez,
our most devoted and esteemed manager, was 'The' man at the grass root of all this, and the whole team appreciated" the
food and nourishment provided. Help was also provided by Carrearas and Jamaica Milk Products. Special mention must be
made about the "Sports Committee' whose work with the team paid dividends.

In concluding, all that remains to say is that next year the track team will be a dynamic force at champs.
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' The Emerald Road House " by V. Persaud, 2E Photo by R. Delapenha.



Home stretch . . . and it's Campion.

SPORTS DAY
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Officially, fixing the Odds .
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Practicing ... off the track

It's a bird, it's a plane, it's Super



HOUSE REPORTS

BELLARMINE HOUSE
HOUSE CAPTAIN: Seymour Vassell

This year began with many good things in store for Bellarmine. First was
the appointment of Seymour Vassell as Captain and Norman Gray as
Vice-Captain. Cooperation of the boys, especially in the lower forms greatly
contributed to the success we have seen. We won first and second forms
football competition. We were also winning the upper school competitions
until they were stopped.

In track, too, we were fortunate in having some of the most outstanding
athletes and managed to come a strong second on Sports Day. Our squad had
such personalities as Peter Gooden who after his fine Sports Day
performance went on to champs to give another excellent display of his
skills. There he won both the 2GOm and the 400m.

Discipline was on the constant improvement as the school year progressed
and by the end of March, it was Bellarmine that was firmly in command of
first place in the house standings, the place we feel confident of holding on
to for the duration of the year. Overall, we can say that this has been
another excellent year for Bellarmine.

CAMPION HOUSE
HOUSE CAPTAIN: Carl Little

This year my main objective was to expose and improve the abilities of
the Members of Campion. This proved to be a very successful venture as I
was able to discover some first formers who will certainly be the core of
sports in the near future. Some of these include Philip Taylc-, Paul Fung and
MarkKnibb.

We were very successful in the inter-house football competition, placing
second with the main contributors being 1st, 2nd and 3rd forms. For the
third consecutive year Campion won the inter-house track competition. This
was due mainly to Ryan Peralto (3rd form-victor ludorum), Vincent Hyatt
(5th form), Michael Beecher and Earl McEachron (both of sixth form).

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all those who contributed
something to the House, whether it be talents or support and hope that these
people will again show the same house spirit to future house captain.

LOYOLA HOUSE
HOUSE CAPTAIN: Howard Malcolm

The School year started with Mr. Larkland Tabois as House Moderator.
This was followed by the election of House Captain and Vice-Captain.
Howard Malcolm of Second Sixth Arts was elected House Captain and Mark
Clarke of 5-IV was appointed Vice-Captain. Activities were restricted to
inter-house football, which the various house captains agreed to merge fifth
and sixth forms into one team.

Our third and fourth form footballers did very well but unfortunately our
first, second, fifth and sixth form colleagues did not emulate them. This was
due mainly to a lack of cooperation and interest on their part.

The second term saw the introduction of a new system of inter-house
cricket competition. This took the format of under 15 and over 15 teams.
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Our under 15 cricketers came second in their division, whilst at the time of
writing this report the over 15 section remained unfinished.

On sports day Loyola placed third thus improving on last year's position.
Special mention must be made of Mark Clarke and Sylvester Smith who did
particularly well in their respective classes.

With regard to discipline it has been noticed that although we get a large
number of merits, any improvement we might have made in the House
standings is nullified by an even larger amount of demerits which we get.

Thus in closing, an appeal made to all member of the House to show some
more self-control and maturity when dealing with teachers and fellow
students. By so doing Loyola will be able to achieve the top position at the
end of the year.

REGIS
HOUSE CAPTAIN: Charles Green

Regis has over the years shown improvement in all fields of endeavour.
This year we have accomplished a lot.

Although we came fourth on sports day this does not reflect the amount
of sweat our boys did in training. We have produced a few good athletes,
who will with time be of great benefit both to Regis and to the school.

In football we did not fare so well as most of the boys failed to bring gears
when games were to be played. We have done fairly well in cricket, though
our under 15 team was suspended from further competition due to lack of
presence of team members for matches.

Our boys don't seem to be conscious enough of school spirit. They have--
not done as well as they should have but then again, the best isn't good
enough.

Regis has talented boys and in time we should prove to be one of the
better houses if not the best.

XAVIER
HOUSE CAPTAIN: Ronald Smith

Xavier, after the past month has proven that they can win if they try.

The first, second, and third forms showed a lot of school spirit but the
upper forms seemed to lack this enthusiasm, except for a few Xavier
snowed that they could do something with their talent by leading the House
competition for the earlier part of the competition. The soccer fans in Xavier
proved their superiority by winning almost all their matches even though we
weren't expected to do so. Some of the outstanding members of Xavier are
D. Butterfield, A. Lym and R. West.

In closing, I would like to remind all members of Xavier House that it is
only by working together that we will be able to achieve success, thus
putting Xavier ahead where it belongs.
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Reflections
by Philip A. Chang - 3 B

Why is there such a difference between an event we can never forget and an event we shall always remember?

Inflation is when the waiter asks you if you will have the $3.50 lunch plain or toasted.

PROGRESS-

From Adam's rib to Women's Lib.

If there is so much hate in the world, how do you account for the population explosion?
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HISTORY CLUB

V: R. Lue, A. Wilson, R. Johnson, V. Hugh, P. Hammond, Mr. Tucker.
Tu7n«i;A'.RW: E" Russe"' H- You"9. R- Taylor, M. Martin. J. Rosen, L. Yap, D. Green. W. Atkinson
THIRD ROW: R. Reid, E. Gibson, D. Chai-Chang, D. Macko. G. Simpson, F. Hanna, M. Ross. H. Blair, P. Gentles.

The History Club is one of St. George's newly organized clubs having been inaugurated in
the Xmas Term of 1972. This first term started rather slowly with only one excursion to
the forces Museum at Up Park Camp. The reason for the clubs gently stepping forward is that
the ground work or foundation of the club was laid. This foundation consisted of the
organization and drawing up of a constitution, and advertising and recruitment of members.

The second term showed more action. Having established a constitution, new objectives
were set. The club was opened to the 4th, 5th and six formers and a subscription of $1 00
was requested from all members wishing to partake in the various field trips. This method
of subscription enabled the hiring of transportation. Thus, the club had excursions to Port
Royal, Helshire Hills, White Marl, Spanish Town, and Devon House. Whenever films of
historical interest were available, they were shown to the club. Meetings were held every
Tuesday afternoon, when topics of interest which had previously been chosen, were discussed.

The third term of school looks hopeful as more excursions, meetings, elections of new
officers and an end of year party are planned.

Indeed, we of the History Club have set a definite goal to meet. And with the
reorganization of the club and the hope of publishing a pamphlet, we are confident that we
will succeed in instilling an interest in History. For with the awareness of one's history
comes the awareness of one's heritage. Hence this definite knowledge and confidence of
knowing exactly what one is.

Richard Johnson: 2-6-A
President
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SPANISH CLUB

FIRST ROW (L-R) L. Jacas, U. Mathias, C. Jackson, F. Vassal, C. Carter, A. Johnson, A. Rossi, P. Lindo.
SECOND ROW (L-R) M. Muirhead, P. Graham, C. Lowe, P. Davis, C. Hylton, R. Shaw.
THIRD ROW (L-R) M. HoLung. M. Neil, M. Wilson, W. Burey, R. Hoo, D. Macko, D. Allen.
FOURTH ROW: (L-R) Mr. W. Wilson, C. Matthews, E. Evans, P. Shaw, E. Gibson, M. Brown, S. Mackay,

E. Chung, P. Baker, K. Chin.

The aim of the Spanish Club is to extricate the student from the drudgery and rigours
of classroom Spanish study and to foment a profound cultural interest in the language
and at the same time, to iron out the pupil's difficulties and meet G.C.E. Examination
requirements.

The Club is divided into two sections — the Junior Department for the first three
forms and the Senior Department for fourth and fifth forms. Both divisions are handled
by our indefatigable President, Paul A. Davis of 2-6-A.

Priority is given to correct pronunciation, intonation, syntax, verb usage, nuances and
word clusters. A tape recorder plays a vital role. It provides good models in all essential
areas of study and when the "lectura" and "dialogo" are tackled, peculiar constructions
and the student's errors are pointed out and discussed. Sessions of inter-student
conversation are especially arranged so that the necessary familiarity and facility with the
language may be achieved. The classes are usually conducted in both Spanish and English.

The Club sponsors a literary contest for both divisions. The prizes are additional
incentives for students to put more care and study into the subject.

We, the members, bid a sorrowful "adios" to the "gran maestro" himself, Fr. William
Feeney who, until his retirement in last July, was the dedicated and competent
moderator supervising all the Club's activities. His successor, Mr. Wilson has been working
behind the scenes with the President in an effort to arrange various future projects for the
Spanish Club and also to secure financial assistance from commercial sectors.

The Spanish Club differs greatly from the dreary classroom. The cultural atmosphere is
generated by the vivacious pulsations of Latin rhythms — catchy tunes which impel one
to respond with enthusiasm and even a commendable attempt at the Mexican hat-dance.
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THE CHESS CLUB

FIRST ROW: F. Wong. D. Lee. R. Lee.
SECOND ROW: D. Lyn*. E. Cha.* K. Chang Fatt, R. Hoc,
THIRD ROW: T. Lyn* (President) R. Jones,* Mr. Small (Moderator) J. Wong,* A. Wong.

* Indicates a Member of the St. George's Tournament Team.

Years past one would enjoy a hard noisy game of dominoes, 'man pon ball' or hand ball during the
lunch hours. Today, through a strong revival movement on the part of Tyrone Lyn and his gang one can
now rest from the noise with a "Brain Busting" chess game. Thus one more void of a drab lunch hour is
filled.

The game can be called the exercise for the hard working brain. The atmosphere must be tranquil
thus allowing the mind to relax itself. Playing the rooks, brings about a development of the mind - it
helps to build a trend for logical thought patterns and accurate anticipation . The game can attain a
point of great meditation when things become even on the board.

The team, over the past year, has been very successful in their ventures. They were runners up to
Titchfield High School in the third division of the Chess Tournament. On their way to victory, they
inflicted several brutal defeats: Kingston College went down three games to one and Campion College
dropped to a one love defeat, just to name a few. In the final match the team drew with Titchfield two
games to two. But by a confusion of forfeit during the season, Titchfield emerged with the most points.

The eight team-mates have succeeded in their other venture of getting the game across to the entire
student body. It is no longer a "Mystic" game, but one that almost every georgian (and soon all) can
play. Such a club has been and will be for a long time, a prime example for other clubs to follow. Their
dedication and unity will only help to build our motto stronger:-

"AD MAJOREM DEI GLORIAM."
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St. George's College CADET Unit
The year's activities started out with the Annual Camp at Moneague. St. George's was represented by eight cadets. Around

this time the Annual Exchange programme was also in full swing. We were represented in Canada by Sgt. G. Rattray and Sgt.
M. Reid; in Trinidad and Tobago by Sgt. D.G. Poulton; and in Grenada by Cpl. McDonald.

The Christmas term saw the N.C.O's working very hard to bring a large batch of green recruits up to the standard of the
Annual Inspection. Out of thirty-two recruits, twenty-six passed their test and were enlisted as members of the Jamaica
Combined Cadet Force. The band boomed out three times weekly in an effort to bring its young members up to "scratch".

Finally the Inspection day arrived. As the day drew slowly to a close the cadets rounded off their performance and stood
all-ears-awaiting the remarks of the Inspecting Officer. Sighs of relief, and satisfaction were heard when the Inspecting
Officer, Major Lewis, commended the Unit as a whole, the band and the N.C.O.'s, in particular, for a fine performance. The
Unit's drill was likened to that of the Third Jamaica Regiment.

Every rose has its thorns. Despite our joy, we all knew that in the near future Major Gerald Hall would walk amongst us no
more. Maj. Hall, who has been with us at St. George's College for thirty-one years, has been given the post of second in
command of the J.C.C.F. This post will necessitate his fullest attention so he must put his "baby" up for adoption. This
Cadet generation will witness the saddest event of its history, Maj. Hall's leaving the Unit. With him go our best wishes and
God speed.

C.S.M.G. Rattray

%1̂ -̂
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THE SCIENCE CLUB

FIRST ROW (L-R) J. Wong, C. Little, M. Hardie, M. Lyn, P. Wong, M. McFarlane,
SECOND ROW (L-R) R. Delapenha, E. Ramsay, D. Nash. P. Ivy, R. Eahadosingh, L.E. McEachron, A. Yee. R. Hoo, D. Wan
THIRD ROW (L-R) C. Green, D. Welch, P. Chai-Chang, A. McDonald. W. Atkinson, G. Simpson, J. Shim, H. Cheng.
FOURTH ROW (L-R) R. Jones. M. Matthews, P. Chung. W. Chang Fart, B. Johnson, A. Scully, J. Chang, F. Lindo, H. Malcolm, A. Rat tray,
P. Lukong, M. rioss, R. Jackson, P. Hammond.

The Science Club was undoubtedly the most active extra-curricular organisation for 1972.

After the necessary preliminaries of the election of officers which resulted in the emergence of Milton
Hardie as the club's president; Mark Lyn, vice-president, Patrick Wong, secretary; and Norman Gray,
treasurer, the Science Club got off to a fairly good start.

The club's initial venture was a financial one. This was a fund raising raffle the proceeds from which
helped to finance the school's annual exhibit. The raffle, due to the hard work put in by the club's
members was a moderate success.

Dr. Tinker an entomologist who was invited by the club, gave a talk, within the capacity of his field, as
far as job opportunities in science was concerned. This was followed up by guided tours, by the club of
the Berger Paints Plant and of the Jamintel's Satelite Earth Station in St. Thomas. These excursions
beyond the confines of the St. George's College campus were very profitable for the club's members, as
they somehow acted as a stimulus for our eager scientific minds.

The Christmas term — the term of the science fair — was the high point of activities of the science
club. By a unanimous vote, the topic "Time" was chosen as our topic for the science fair. The physical
biological, chemical and economic aspects of the topic were all treated. Although we failed to win a prize
the full brunt of the sting of failure on our hard working members was alleviated by the fact that our
exhibit was at all times the most popular one in the fair. This was easily shown by the large numbers of
people who waited in line to see our exhibit.

It is the general feeling that with such encouragement '73 could definitely be our year.
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Seated (First row) L-R: Roderick Lyn, Vernon Hugh
Second row: (L-R) G. Brown, C. Dann, M. Little, M. Moore, E. Cha, D. Lyn.
Third row: (L-R) D. Burke, F. Fraser, R. Spence, J. Kijanski, L. Yap, R. Richards, E. Godfrey.
Absent: B. Fung, P. Lawes, E. Lee, C. McKenzie, D. Green, C. Myrie, C. Macko, D. Allen, M. Wilson, A. Dunbar, S. Yapp,
J. Young, L. Green, C. Kong.

The academic year 1972-73 saw the struggling re-birth of The Blue and White, the newspaper of the St.
George's College community. Organizational meetings began in September and plans were made for the first-
issue to come out before the end of the Christmas Term. However, due to difficulties with printing and
layout, the circulation of the first edition was delayed to the first week of the Easter term.

The initial issue carried a diverse array of stories ranging from an investigation of the cafeteria question
to the humourous exploits of "George of the Gully." Spanning eight pages, issue number one aimed at
presenting something for readers of every taste.

Issue one was received with relatively positive results as over three quarters of the 1,000 copies printed
were sold to students, parents, and others interested in the happenings at St. George's. The staff began
preparing for their second issue in January, but an increase in printing costs and other related problems did
not allow for an issue during the Easter term. In the meantime plans were put into operation for
inter-school cooperation between Alpha Academy and St. George's in the preparation of a Summer term
issue.

Over-all, student response to the paper has been good and at present 3 members of the Blue and White
staff are working as sports reporters for The Star. During the Summer Term classes meeting after school
have been set up to give interested students a chance to learn some of the fundamentals of newspaper
reporting. It is hoped that these classes will lead to a quality newspaper that will appear at least once per
term during the coming year.

Special mention for this year's efforts must be given to Carl Dann (Business Manager) Gerald Brown and
Shane Yapp (Co-Editors), and Edward Lee (Staff Photographer). Without these men and the help of the
rest of the staff, St. George's would still be without a newspaper.
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STUDENT COUNCIL

First Row: P. Davis, M. Hardie, Mr. J. Mackay, A. Mais, M. Lyn, R. Wong.
Second Row: C. Little, E. McEachron, M. Wilson, R. Bahadosingh, R. Spence, P. Lukong, L. Chambers,
A. McDonald.
Third Row: F. Hanna, K. Williams, D. Welch, M. Matthews, R. Smith, S. Vassell, C. Green, W. Atkinson.

Its slogans are "PROGRESS" and "INVOLVEMENT": The Student Council, goaded by the drastic
need for reform, has been a dynamic and ambitious body endeavouring to make a significant
contribution to the material and social welfare of the students of St. Georges. The purpose of the council
is to manifold: to bridge the gap between that exists between the Administration and the Student Body,
to foster a healthy atmosphere of school-pride and active participation, to share in the share in the
students ideas, aspirations and grouses with the aim of acting on them and in general, to measure the
"pulse" of the Student Body.

By far the most meritorious of its achievements has been the amelioriation of conditions in the
cafeteria. Not only has efficiency on the part of the staff improved considerably but so have the quality
and assortment of foodstuffs. Through the unfailing efforts of the CAFETERIA COMMITTEE and the
special CAFETERIA COMPLAINTS BUREAU, the Student Council has been constantly in touch with
Mr. Saulter, manager of the school lunch programme and so can iron out difficulties as they arise.
Students haVe quite heartily welcomed these innovations: corn bread, hard-dough bread, butter, hot-top
quality bread, hard-dough bread and butter, hot patties and meatloaves and grapefruit and milk and
shrimps.

The moral role of the Student Council has been made manifest in its massive campaign to boost
school-spirit and to help the students to raise the already low morale of the school. Such is the task of
the SCHOOL SPIRIT COMMITTEE. Members of the Council also sit on a DISCIPLINARY
COMMITTEE, whose function is to assist the disciplinary prefect, acts as a Board of Appeal for students
not satisfied with their mode of chastisement.
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The Council has run various raffles and in conjunction with the newly founded SPORTS
COMMITTEE, has also put on a bingo. The proceeds from these activities will go to the purchase of more
sporting facilities, of school amenities such as a water—cooler, prizes for students who have excelled in
some sphere of activity for which honours are not conferred at the School's Prize Giving Ceremony.

Outstanding and dedicated students will be named on a proposed HONOURS LIST.

The Council has also made it's annual contribution to the Xmas Toys drive by supervising the
collecting of toys at St. Georges.

Bureacratic though it may seem with its groups and committees, the council gets its job done. Under
the vigilant guidance of the moderator, Mr. Mckay the Student Council has soared above mere
complacency and torpidity and attained heights of practical importance. Thanks to the indomitable
efforts of the President, Milton Hardie, the Vice-President, Earl McEachron and the ever efficient
Secretary, Paul Davis the Council has never veered off its course towards the betterment of St. Georges
College.

PREFECT BODY
• " > " *
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First Row: P. Davis, F. Hanna, E. McEachron, A. McDonald, M. Lyn, P. Lukong, K. Williams, M. Hardie,
R. Wong, M. Matthews.
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REPORT-AGE
THE AGES OF MAN

I shall open my tutel-age by explaning that historians try to
make sense of the world by dividing history into Ages. The
emergence of the sav-age who quickly learns to manage, helped
by the woman with cleav-age this leads to marri-age and the
baby carri-age. There was the fall of an empire. Garth-age wars
(ramp-age and carn-age), and the pastoral delights of vill-age
and cott-age.

The triumphs of religion occur in the vicar-age, monastic
devotion in the hermit-age. When monks and laymen get away
from it all they invented a bagg-age and lugg-age, travelled in
steer-age and later in fusel-age.

It was the British who gave the world boiled cabb-age, the
German who cooked up saus-age , the French who created
pott-age.Having shed light (watt-age, volt-age and amber-age)
on this mess of pott-age. I will now enter the twilight of the
ad-age. Night falls in the apprend-age, the hero of history
suffering from dot-age, conquered by pill-age, drowned in
sew-age.

If I made this into a book and it sells out, it would create
what an author would never dispar-age: a short-age.

by Philip A. Chang - 3B

_—^™ »̂,_̂ _™.

St. George's Family Tree.
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Elegy
Elegy written in a Literacy Class

Andrew Mais 2E

I am a man,
A man with a dream.
This is an Island,
An Island with half a million illiterates

I have a mission
To do my part to make every one literate.

I am a man

One man, one hope
As I promote.

Literacy,
I see
Bloated bellies
Clinging helplessly
Pity of the crowd

Oh! God!
Why can't they see?
Are they blind or are they indifferent?

Oh! God!
Let them see the light!

Many people are not here

This my first class is empty.
People are embarrassed

People are trying.
Trying to get
A little for their young ones to eat.

People are stealing.
Stealing to stay alive.
And we the literate won't help them in any way.

Oh! God help us
God, is this the end?
0 God, why God?

P.S.

This is my second week of teaching.
People are responding
To the Prime Minister's call.

My class, is full.
My class is learning.
Thank You God.
Thank you for helping
Help me to continue.
1 am trying to go on, but I am overjoyed,

I cannot speak.
Somewhere in this land, a teacher bows his head
And utters tear of joy . . . one step's won!
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The One Who
Recovered
By Robert A. E. Holmes. 2B

"What is this?", said he.
"Hast thou not money to buy bread?"
"Get away, you dirty begger!

What have I for you?"
"You lie there in the street.
Begging of whafs not yours.
Go thou, find a job.
And rid the street of thyself".

"But woe! I have pity on you.
Come you here to me.
Let me bandage those wounds of poverty
With ties of love and brotherhood.
Let it be said: "He is the one who recovered.'

Friend
By Patrick Cunning 2D

Gway Baby Ion f Gway Beast!

Shouts the angry crowd that surrounds me —

(1) As I take my fast rest with a bullet in my chest
I show no emotion, but up my spine runs a chilling sensation:
I look like a bad man, a wild man, wicked and mean.

(2) But I am not what you think — uncivilized, inhuman, and lean;
But if you looked at me you would not try to understand me
or help me.
Instead you would condemn and impede me.

(3) Because you are one of them.
A friend I was but as an enemy I die
He then closes his eyes and he dies.
With gun in hand he lies doubled up in the streets.
Gway Babylon! Gway Beast!

P

0
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Protest With Me
By: O. Blaine 2D

The grey evening light
Now shines on my black skin.

But oh Lord, please tell me is blackness a sin.
Should the colour of my skin be held against me.
Though not white but black I am.

Should racial discrimination carry on like this
Or should we live in sweet harmony and bliss.
Why should the white think themselves supreme.
When God made every man to make the scene.
Is colour and creed all that matters.
For they make our peaceful life shatter.
May God give us peace and love to live with one another
And let not black and white fight each other.

Our children are growing in the same simple way
Because we the parents are leading them astray
O Lord something is holding me back
Is it because I am black.
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The 1972 edition of the Lance, which was undoubtedly the most successful issue of the
magazine, scored a number of firsts, in the history of the school — it was the biggest
magazine ever published by the students of St. George's College; it was the first time that
the lower form members were given individual photographs; it was one of the few times in
which the Lance came out on time and made a profit.

Unfortunately the 1972-73 Lance got off to a late start and it wasn't until early October
before all aspects of the book were in full swing. We had some good ideas but we soon
realized that a massive job lay ahead of us if we were to live up to the standard set by the
previous issue.

Our first major task lay in soliciting enough advertising revenue to cover the cost of
publication. At a time when the Government had imposed austerity measures and banned a
number of imports, this was by no means an easy task. Many of the companies not only
restored to tell us "not this year", "see our agency", or "our budget is finished" as was
customary, but also "austerity".

Despite these set-backs we were able to raise the necessary funds through an intensive
advertisement campaign spearheaded by our moderator, Fr. Brodley, Paul Chong Yen,
Robert Delapenha, and also through the gracious and generous response of parents and
guardians in the form of cash contributions.

In view of the personal touch rendered to last year's edition through individual photos for
all, we decided to go ahead with the same procedure, but this time on our own. This gigantic
task was undertaken by the photography editor, Jonathan Wong and his assistants Tyrone
Lyn and John Chang. They performed remarkably well considering they were not
professionals. On yet another occasion "Johnny" and his staff, to whom we are so indebted,
bailed us out of a sticky situation created by a certain "professional" who had left his "job"
unfinished.

Incidentally, this year saw another "first", for the "Lance" in that we had 2nd, formers
on the team-notably Michael Wong and Pat Cunning in photography and Kurt Lee in
business.

Layout was no easy job either. This team, led by Tyrone Morrison and Patrick Garel
performed fairly well, spending many an afternoon laying out pages and pasting up pictures.
The literary staff in particular had a difficult time turning in the fifth form and 2nd. 6th
form captions.

The most difficult task of all, however, was the coordination of all the various sections to
make things run smoothly. Getting the editors to turn their work in on time wasn't easy but
somehow Paul and "Dela" managed to get the work completed.

With only one week before "press-time" we're all tired but we have accomplished
something of which we can all be proud. It wouldn't have been the same without the clashes
and disagreements but we've shown that through teamwork we can accomplish what we had
set out to do.

And finally we take this opportunity of extending an invitation to all students,
particularly those talented in photography and art, to participate with us in making it even
better in '74.
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The Lance in Action

Wesley Atkinson and Paul Chong Yen pasting up lower form photo-
graphs.

Norman Gray and Eric Ramsay take time out at lunch to work on the
upper form captions.

Jx •_,
John Chang and Tyrone Lyn at work in the darkroom.

Johnathan Wong wipes negative after develop-
ing.

Fr. Brodley finds some photographs amusing.

Anthony East and Tyrone Morrison examining the lower form layouts.
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LANCE PATRONS
The Lance is most grateful to old-boys, parents, and friends who make possible this the student annual

publication. Present students, and especially the Lance staff, express our sincere appreciation.

Superstars

Mr. and Mrs. Neville Chen See

Dr. and Mrs. H.C. Dyer

Mr. and Mrs. A.J. Johnson

Mr. Pat Lopez

Mr. and Mrs. Leroy B. Lukong

Mr. and Mrs. T. Lyew

Mr. and Mrs. L. Sykes

Mr. and Mrs. Christopher W. Wilson

Bosses

Mr. and Mrs. R.O. Chai Chang
Mr. and Mrs. C.P. Chong
Mr. and Mrs. C. Hoo
Mr. and Mrs. J. Lee Hing
Mr. Douglas A. McFarlane
Mr. and Mrs. E.E. Munro
Mr. and Mrs. G. Sykes
Billings Furniture Store
Derrick C. Chang & Associates
Wilson Chung & Sons
Diamond Mineral Water Co. Ltd.
Smiles Engineering Works
Stanley Vaz & Co.

Boosters

Mr. M.A. Berry
Mr. Lester Billings
Mr. and Mrs. R.A. Brown
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Chang
Mr. and Mrs. R. Chaplin
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Chen
Mr. and Mrs. William Chung
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Hohn
Mrs. Yvonne Holmes
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Ho Shin
Mr. Wilbert E. Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Lee
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Martin
Mr. and Mrs. A. Miller
Mr. Rudolph Muir
Mr. and Mrs. David Muirhead
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Pat Tenn

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Thompson
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Watkins
Mr. and Mrs. E. Yapp
Mr. and Mrs. S. Yapp
Lee's Department Store



BE A
PENNY
PMCHER

A penny saved is a penny earned,
as our grandparents said. But it's
more than that. For the cents
you save in the Scotiabank
Jamaica School Thrift Plan can
accumulate into an interest-
earning bank account. You'll be

OUCH!

surprised how quickly your
money grows when you join the
School Thrift Plan. If your
school isn't already in the Plan,
talk to your teacher about
getting one started.

Save today for success tomorrow.

SOIABANK JAMAICA
the Person to Person Bonk
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CEDAR WOOD

AFTER
SHAVE

New glide-on
bottle applies
direct to face.

With famous Cedar
Woodfragrance.By

CEDAR
WOOD

JS built-in deodorant-
's makes man fresh

With famous Cedar
Woodfragrance-By
Christopher Collin

Available wherever
better cosmetics are sold.

"Discover how your hair can
become beautiful today."

Get Dixie Peach.

Distributed by Cosmetics International Ltd.

ERNIE
SMITH
WORLD
SONG
FESTIVAL
WINNER
1972
lives
in

COUNTRY

O
FEDERAL RECORD MANUFACTURING CO. LTD.
220 Marcus Garvey Drive, Kingston 11. Phone: 28817

:.
»-~;--^ . .-v'-' „>•/•?'—-'• "•**"*

A Where She go

Have your Graf lex
Audiovisual Centre

Set up for you
by

Photo Centre
131 King Street Phone:93-24998
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The Higher the monkey climb, the more him expose.

With the Compliments

of

TASTEE LIMITED

MAKERS OF TASTEE PATTIES

25a Half Way Tree Road. Kingston 5. Tel: 92-62834

You've Never
Had it
So
Good.

Breakfast, lunches and dinners at prices you can
afford in Kingston's newest and most conveniently
situated restaurant and soda fountain.
Daily budget specials, steaks, chops and chicken ...
taste-tempting sundaes, shakes, sodas and floats ...
Ample parking.

Victoria
Yjrillb̂̂ P & soda fountain

"It's a better place to 'eat."

69 KNUTSFORD BOULEVARD, NEW KINGSTON,

TEL. 93-64789

T>

With the Compliments

of

FROZEN FOODS
Distributed by H.M Brandon & Co. Limited
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Witli

the
Compliments

of

SUNBEAM BAKERY

39 WALTHAM PARK ROAD

PHONE: 37595 81833

So Far Away

Let CPSmove into your premises
before you do
It's always a smart thing to be prepared by thinking ahead.
Take the question of security of your premises for instance.
Do you wait until there has been a hold up, a burglary, a fire,
before you do something about it? Then there is the drilling
of masonry, unnecessary inconvenience and the losses already
incurred.

You can avoid all this by calling C P S for consultation
while your building is still in progress. C P S are leaders
in modern security and can advise, supply and install and maintain
just about any electronic security equipment you need. Be it
Closed Circuit TV, Access Contrails, Automatic Burglar and fire
Sensor Systems, Perimeter Controls, Photo Electric Systems

So if you are putting up a building, remember it is safer and
cheaper to let C P S move in before you do.

CARIBBEAN PROTECTIVE SERVICES
19 Ruthven Road, Kingston 10, Tel. 926-1250 or 926-3600

Caribbean Protective Services working with Jamaica's Police Force to ensure
your safety.
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yOU pfcy

CRICKET-TENNIS
FOOTBALL
TRACK & FIELD

guilar Ltd.
THE SPORTS GOODS CENTRE OF JAMAICA
95 Harbour St. Kingston Tel 922 1830
1 7 Northside Dr Liguanea Tel 937 9672

IT'S SMART TO BE THRIFTY

AM MAR & AZAR LTD.

Downtown:
70b King St.

Uptown
The Village

Phones: 922-3840
922-4852

With the CoTnpltmeTits

of

S.P.C.K. BOOK SHOP
70b KING STREET.
KINGSTON. PHONE 922-4056.

Cattle Train

with Compliments

u.,LAI CORPORATION LIMITED
35 Trafalgar Road, Kgn. 10. Jamaica W.I., Phone 936-3730
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Looking
forward
to the

The Seventies are young, but our achievements so far have
us looking forward to the Eighties with enthusiasm,
planning with confidence..Already the Seventies have seen
our Millionth policy and our 100th District Office -
bringing our unique service to people
with faith in the future in over 30 countries.

That's whai gives us the right
p to say BRITISH AMERICAN
k for people with Faith in the Future.

BRITISH HMERICHN
INSURANCE COMPANY LIMITED

"World-Wide Home Service"
Caribbean Division Home Office: Knutsford Boulevard

Kingston 5, Jamaica. Phone 926-3160.

for people with faith in the future

WITH THE COMPLIMENTS

OF

& Co,,, Ltd,

16 Church Street,
Kingston

Phone: 922-7417

P
From the beginning the "Dreadest"

WITH THE COMPLIMENTS OF

TROPIC PHARMACY LTD.
Prescriptions filled

Cosmetics, Gift Items, Etc.
Cafeteria & Soda Fountain

Tropical Plaza,
Kingston 10,

Phone: 926-7289

Hi From Nagga Head.

Don't quit
while

you're ahead*

You've made it this far with your edu-
cation-why stop?

Sure it's tough—studying every night,
writing papers, taking exams.

But look at what you've accomplished.

And think of what you could accomplish
if you stuck with it a little longer. So don't
quit while you're ahead. Stay in school.
Read. Study. Learn as much as you can.

It's more fun to be ahead than behind.

IBM
IBM World Trade Corporation
52-56 KnuMord Boulevard,

New Krngcton,
Kingston 5,
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18 L PREMIER PLAZA,KINGS1ON TO

All Esso Men in Jamaica have
one thing in common.

They got good by getting dirty! Because your
Jamaican Esso man isn't content to just take your order
and deliver the goods.-

He's ready, willing and able to roll up his sleeves and
get his hands dirty to make sure the Esso Petroleum
Products he sells you are absolutely right for the job.

And he's willing to crawl under a bulldozer or climb

on a crane if that's where your problem is.
So next time you see your Esso man neatly dressed,

don't get the impression that he avoids the dirty work. If
your problem happens to be a greasy piece of machinery
that won't work, he's willing to get under it and find out
why. It goes with his job.

We got good by getting dirty.



with the compliments

of

PLASTIC INDUSTRIES LTD.
MANUFACTURERS OF

POLY BAGS SHOPPING BAGS GARBAGE BAGS etc.

49 Main Street
May Pen
Clarendon Tel: 986-2570

With the Compliments

of

MICHAEL L. MING &
GO, LTD.

24B MAIN STREET
MAY PEN
CLARENDON
Tel: 986-2489
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PROMPT SUPERVISED
GUARD SERVICE

Wfe NEVER SLEEP

JAMAICA CENTRAL SECURITY ASSOCIATION LTD.

Stringy - 1962
12 Eureka Road, Kingston 5. Telephone: 65711

Mom is a mother.
If you ever try taking a puppy out of a new litter - watch out. Mom

will bite. It's the protective instinct Mothers have. To protect you against life's
bullies. To pick you up, dust you off, heal the bruises and set you on your feet
again. Smiling.

We at Motor Owners Mutual. MOM for short, protect you against some
of life's biggest bullies - fires, hurricanes, floods, earthquakes, burglars, loss of
profits, accidents and many others that are likely to threaten you. We can't prevent
them from getting to you, but we will pick you up, dust you off, heal the
bruises and set you on your feet again. Smiling. With a very personal touch.
Without delay.

No Mom can do more.
We do have to make a small charge for this protection. Smaller than

most people, more often than not. But didn't your Mom ever ask you to dust
the furniture? Or wash the dishes? A small price to pay for a lot of protection.
And a lot of good advice.

You'd think with a name like ours that we'd sell Motor Vehicle Insurance.
We do. But that's just the beginning. There's a whole lot more to MOM. It's our
name. And our nature.

Come to Mom.

Motor Owners Mutual Insurance Association Limited. I6A Half Way Tree Rd.. Kingston 5. Tel. l):<i-.Vi40

OftttMTAL
For the Finest Chinese

food dine at the

famous .....

AIR-
CONDITIONED
RESTAURANT

First Prize Winner i i
For 3 Consecutive Years )[

Of The Best Kept
Restaurant Contest

& COCKTAIL LOUNGE

or for SNACKS Try Our
Coffee Shop & Kerb

Service

-DIAL-

926-8864
TROPICAL PLAZA (10)

SIX
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Witli the
Compliments
of

FONG
TOM LTD.

WITH THE COMPLIMENTS

OF

Continental House
16 North Parade

Phone: 932-2354

with the
compliments of

NATIONAL LIFE
OF CANADA

10 Grenada Crescent

Tel: 929-5340
Kgn. 5.

with the
compliments of

WILLIAMSON (JAJLTD.

35A Balmoral Ave., Kgn. 10
Phone: 67666

FIRE PREVENTION EQUIPMENT

FOR LESS MONET
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"Ultrabrite"

See us for
genuine

Ford parts
and Accessories •

Authorised Sub-Agents for Kingston I ndustrial Garage.

113 BARRY STREET, Tel:27134 I 24966

Shoes & More
Shoes at

Twin Gates
Phone: 66429.

With the

Compliments

of

Leonard I.Chang

(Engineers) Ltd.

67a Half Way Tree Road,
P.O. Box 209,
Kingston 10, Jamaica, W.I. Phone: 936-3300
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With the Compliments of

WITti THE
COMPLIMENTS OF

Juliet
BRASSIER ECO. LTD.

94 King St., KINGSTON
TELEPHONE: 932-4557
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STILL JAMAICAS
MOST MODERN
SUPERMARKET

Tobago Ave. New Kingston

Man Life Hard, Y'See

SUPERMARKETS:
* Harbour View Shopping Centre
« 147feWindward Rd.
• 105 Barry St.

With the Compliments

of

Apex Betting Co. Ltd.

4B HALF-WAY-TREE RD.

Phones: 936-6704, 926-8455
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The Canbs are Coming

With the CoinpIiTnents

of

31 Old Hope Rd.
Kingston 5.

Representing Carifta and
Local Manufacturers

Tel: 64884

Will, tk
c,omDiimenis op

You say it grow overnight?

JAMAICA

TRAVEL
SERVICE

FOR
COMPLETE TRAVEL

ARRANGEMENTS

12% CONSTANT SPRING ROAD,
TROPICAL PLAZA KINGSTON 10.

PHONE: 926-8055, 926-8040
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Well take
good care of

students
too.

British Airways
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When last have you been tothe OXFORD?

Did you know that some people have 3 meals each
day at the OXFORD?

OXFORD PHARMACY
means "SO MANY THINGS TO SO MAHY PEOPLE"

WE ARE OPEN TILL MIDNIGHT EVERY DAY.

with the compliments

of

Shell Company

(W.I.) Limited

IMPERIAL LIFE BUILDING

NEW KINGSTON

With the Compliments

JUJ]

of

100 Matthews Lane, Kingston,
Phone: 25114

Vtfah Baby! Good Gosh!!
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MAKE SURE ITS MARKED

ELECTRIC & SOLAR WATER HEATERS
HOT WATER DISPENSERS FOR OFFICES & CANTEENS

METAL LADDERS
BUILDERS HARDWARE:- LOCKS, HINGES, ETC.

E.P.N.S. CUTLERY & HOLLOWARE
STAINLESS STEEL CUTLERY & HOLLOW/ABE

ELECTROPLATING:- GOLD • SILVER • COPPER

• BRASS • CHROME • NICKLE

PROFESSIONAL & HOUSEHOLD KITCHEN KNIVES & TOOLS

GALVANIZED BARBED WIRE

WIRE NAILS • STAPLES • PAPER CLIPS
CORRUGATED & INDUSTRIAL PROFILE ALUMINIUM ROOFING
NON-PIERCED CONTINUOUS INTERLOCK ALUMINIUM ROOFING

ALUMINIUM SHINGLES

ORBIT INDUSTRIES LTD.,
2 ASHENHEIM ROAD,
KINGSTON 11

Phone:93-39111

With the Compliments

of

our sister Jesuit school

Campion College

105 Hope Road Kingston 6

PHONE: 79458

With the Compliments

of

RK.SHOECO.,LTD.

133 Windward Rd., Kingston 2

WfTH THE COMPLIMENTS OF

DYNAMIC SOUNDS RECORDING CO.LTD
15 Bell Road Kingston 11. Jamaica. Telephone 933-9138 and 933-9168
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WITH THE COMPLIMENTS

OF

WEST INDIES GLASS C0.1TD.

1 Ashenheim Road East
Kingston 11

Phone: 923-7216 Gate House: 923-7227

With the CoTTiplrments

of

Slieveden (Bourt
Hotel Motel
Rpartments

19 Clieveden Ave
Kingston 6

Phone: 937-9917,937-9918

Ban
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With the Compliments

of

Kingston 25 West Parade
118 Harbour Street
90 Upper King Street

Mandeville: 4B Manchester Road

May-Pen: 2B Chapelton Road

For: Lee Jeans
Vilana Banians
Ladies Sportswear

Phones: 929-1200, 929-1201, 932-3756

WITH

THE COMPLIMENTS OF

INSURANCE
^ h
TV* If £T* LTD.

71 HARBOUR STREET, KINGSTON, JAMAICA.

TELEPHONE 932-3340

When it comes io 20".24" &30"
Gas Stoves, Hotplates and
Water Heaters...

TROPIC AS makes the BIG difference!

TROPIGAS

The Tropical Gas Company, Inc.
<41a Half-Way-Tree Road Tel:93B-S19O
And its Distributors throughout Jamaica

1

...It glitters ...it gleams ...it adds a
touch of richness to everyday wear...
turns on a bewitching glamour by night
11's a precious or semi-precious jewelled
Pendant from tt/riqht's. Makethescene
in the one that oatches your &ue or
n/ear tf)ur Birfystone Pendant jbrluek
If you're simple-minded,elegant plain
Gold ehains oite here for you.

UQ\Vfe\\
88 KING ST.
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IT PAYS TO BE INSURED WITH A

GENERAL ACCIDENT Company

Brandon & Bolton (Insurance) Limited

ATTORNEYS & AGENTS IN JAMAICA FOR

The General Accident Fire & Life

Assurance Corporation Ltd.

45 DUKE STREET — KINGSTON

TELEPHONE 23868

With the

Compliments of

Undo
Lai Fatt & Co.

59-61 PRINCESS ST.
Phone 932-3729.



Milo makes you
feel .

so good.

Distributed by JAMAICA MILK PRODUCTS LIMITED, KINGSTON

with the

compliments of

Paramount Betting Ltd.

109-111 Barry St. Kingston.

Phone: 20470
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The wild bunch



.from the stables of

i-Fash ion
:ABULOUS SHRINK-TOPS AND JEANS TO RUN WILD IN... CREATED BY HI-FASHION



With the Compliments

of

PALOMINO CIGAR CO.

Don Edmund Cigar

110 Orange Street

Save
at First Chicago

Bank.
You can- open a savings account

with $2.

The First National Bank of Chicago (Jamaica) Limited
Branches:
29 Constant Spring Road

Heai
orner Duke and Barry

Kingston.

Kingston 1 3.

Dr. Gooden Critislicing legs

_r_ , jy_lllj . J:

Super Chicken

Choose
Builders

Aluminium for
beauty and

service
* ENTRANCE DOORS
* STORE FRONTS and

PARTITIONS
* SLIDING DOORS
* GLASS LOUVRES
* REDWOOD LOUVRES
* SLIDING WINDOWS

BUILDERS
ALUMINIUM LTD.
9ELSPETH AVE. KINGSTON 16
PHONE:923-88Z9, 933-7387

WITH THE COMPLIMENTS

OF

Caribbean Tours (Ja.)
Travel Rgency

21 Church St.
Phone: 932-1905
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STUDENTS MEAN
ALOTTOI.C.D.

The ICD Group of Companies offer a wide range
of interesting and worthwhile career opportunities
to suitably qualified students in the fields of
Manufacturing, Marketing & Finance. Write to
the:-

Personnel Manager,
Industrial Commercial Developments Limited

7 — 9 Harbour Street Kingston

ICD CAN MEAN A LOT TO STUDENTS

Saint George's College Extension School

i/n,

TEL: AFTER 4:00 ON CLASS DAYS 23744

OTHER TIMES 95560
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with the
compliments of

HOLE IN THE WALL LTD,
(A NAME TO RECALL)

130 Harbour Street
6 King Street
Kingston
Phone 929-5000, 932-5307

FOR PROMPT
EFFICIENT SERVICE

REGGIE'S
SHELL SERVICE STATIONS

8-10 Half Way Tree Road, Kingston 5
Phone: 92-66892

Dealers in Shell Products and Automobile
Accessories.
Specialists in Shellubrication Services.

HOME DELIVERY SERVICE -

30 LB CYLINDERS SHELLANE

"IN SERVICE WE SERVE"

THE LANCE .. Before Birth

WITH THE COMPLIMENTS

OF

International Restaurant
116 Barry Street,

KINGSTON

'WHERE THE FOOD IS BEST"
R
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With the Compliments

of

Peter DuQuesnay

Investments

Ltd.

72B Hope Road
Kingston 6
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Compliments of

CMP ELECTRIC LTD

SUPPLIERS OF EVERYTHING IN LIGHTING

231 Marcus Garvey Drive
Kingston 11.

atlas
Telephone: 37072 - 37073

Ah so wi Stay

With the
Compliments of

ST. GEORGE'S

COLLEGE

CANTEEN

CONCESSIONAIRE

H ifn tne vtvmfitimenfo

WILLIAM N. MEEKS GO.

3-5 Orange Street
Kingston.

The Magnificent "7" Rest.

With the
Compliments of

TRAVEL SERVICE

3 OFFICES IN KINGSTON TO SERVE YOU BETTER
• 49 ORANGE STREET, KINGSTON. TEL. 922-6840

• LANE PLAZA, LIGUANEA, KGN. 6. TEL. 937-9926
• THE VILLAGE, C.SP. ROAD, KGN. 10. TEL. 936-4911
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With the Compliments

of

Peter DuQuesnay

Investments

Ltd.

72B Hope Road
Kingston 6
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Compliments of

CMP ELECTRIC LTD

SUPPLIERS OF EVERYTHING IN LIGHTING

231 Marcus Garvey Drive
Kingston 11.

atlas
Telephone: 37072 - 37073

Ah so wi Stay

With the
Compliments of

ST. GEORGE'S

COLLEGE

CANTEEN

CONCESSIONAIRE

?//.,./ y/ (// ./. . /
/ / e f n fne (ovmfilimenfo of

WILLIAM N. MEEKS GO,

3-5 Orange Street
Kingston.

The Magnificent "7" Rest.

With the
Compliments of

TRAVEL SERVICE

3 OFFICES IN KINGSTON TO SERVE YOU BETTER
• 49 ORANGE STREET, KINGSTON. TEL. 922-6840

• LANE PLAZA, LIGUANEA, KGN. 6. TEL. 937-9926
• THE VILLAGE, C.SP. ROAD, KGN. 10. TEL. 936-4911
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The new slim-line...
pencil line thin...

Only
one inch wide'

- the almost invisible blind!

\A PETITE VENETIENNE - the NEW, SLIM, HIGH-FASHION Venetian Blind. Designed to
give complete light control, a simple, exclusive Finger-tip Wand Control angles
the louvres smoothly and effortlessly.

Slender Terylene Fiber Cord connections between the SLIM ONE-INCH WIDE louvres
are barely visible ; and there are no tapes to detract from its beauty. Louvres
are spring tempered aluminium with a Durable Enamel Finish. An occasional wipe
with a damp cloth keeps them looking like new.

Brings to your Home...or Office
...the L ooks... the Line...
the Privacy.. .the Color...and
the Beauty you want.

Slim-Line, Styled to Compli-
ment today's Trim, Tapered
Look in Home or Office Furnish-
ings, LA PETITE VENETIENNE is
the Ultimate in Contemporary
Venetian Blind Design.

Created to hug Windows and Doors Tightly, they are CUSTOM MADE to fit any size.
.Beautifully. Available in an array of Decorator Colors to harmonize

perfectly with modern wall tones.

rm ̂  Manufactured By
Designed for contemporary living...

La Petite Venetienne, slim Venetian blinds!

Call or write for information: A , RANDOLPH AVE KINGSTON 5, JAMAICA w.i

Y Telephone , 98-65471

TROPICAL BATTERY CO., LIMITED

7 Trinidad Terrace, Kingston 5,
Jamaica, West Indies.

Telephone: 936-3561, 926-1160, 926-1161.
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with

the compliments

of

IDEAL
BETTING CO.,LTD.

HEAD OFFICE 117 KING STREET

PHONES 22841 - 23730

With the Compliments

of

Caribbean Construction
6o.ltd,

P.O. BOX 57
KINGSTON
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DESNOES & GEDDES LTD.
The Houw of Fine Refreshmenl
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Witli the

Compliments of

H.I.HENRIQUES
LTD.

15A Old Hope Rd.
Kingston 5

Phone: 93-61364

Glidden

WITH THE COMPLIMENTS

OF

LLOYD'S OF JAMAICA LTD.

72A King St.
KINGSTON

ICSSihifcyC:;-

£-«s-.cii-m^g«ja -̂sj
&"iX±^s^«-j«i«s2aia^Ci»S2SK*<«x*i-̂ :>J.ii5 -̂-?'*-*.~ -=r T» A* ?• m. ,

A Uniformed Georges.

WITH THE COMPLIMENTS

OF

WILBROS LTD
( '' ^^T8-'.u K^f VA"^- -

45-47 DUNJROBIN'^VENUE
J^T-

. 10
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f \ \ display
•IT ofoldfashioned
~~[ I craftsmanship,

A love and timeless
' furniture

Don't you ever feel nostalgic about the good old days? Wnen a man did a
day's work for a day's pay — and for the emotional satisfaction of a job well
done? At Jamaican Heritage we've maintained the tradition of craftsmanship
and pride. Our craftsmen belong to the old school. They work not only with
their hands but with their heads and hearts. Every item of furniture that
bears the Jamaican Heritage name represents the skill and care of dedicated
workmen. Yet our production methods are as modern as today, devised to
produce the very best furniture at the best possible prices. And our styles
never go out of style. Jamaican Heritage furniture is an investment that
you'll be glad you made — years from now, when "the good old days" you
dream of will be today.

KINGSTON: 'Heritage House', 29 Constant Spring Road, Phone: 936-7720

MONTEGO BAY: Westgate Plaza, Phone 952-2671
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When you order dishes from Golden Dragon, you get
some nice extras at no extra cost.
For instance, if your order is over $5, we give you
a handy pack of Kellys soft drinks for free. If you live
in Kingston 6, there is no charge for delivery (outside
of Kingston 6, there is a SOc delivery fee, under-
standingly).

So the next time you want delicious dishes delivered
to your home or office, call Golden Dragon. Think of
all the things you get. And your plate and purse and
tummy will be grateful.

Winston & Daphne's

golden dragon
9 Mona Plaza, Kingston 6. Telephone: 927-0809.

carpels ̂ drapes ltd.

S

Yours Truly
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